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PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD. 

When the first volume of this series made its appearance Mr. Dewar 

mentioned in his preface that if the book was well received, further 

volumes would be issued. In the event this attempt to produce a popular 

illustrated account of some of the feathered denizens of India has proved 
exceedingly popular and the publication of the present volume is the 

result. 
Thanks are tendered to the Times of India Illustrated Weekly for 

permission to reproduce the coloured frontispiece. Portions of this 

volume appeared in the Empress and the 1. P. M. of Allahabad, 

respectively, and acknowledgments are made for permission to reprint 
the articles and use the illustrations. 
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NOTE. 

In addition to the drawings of Mr. Levett-Yeats 
this volume contains 24 illustrations reproduced from 
Le Messurier's Game, Shore and ~Vater Birds of India. 
'l'hese pictures consist of life-size pictures of heads, 
feet and feathers and should assist materially the 
identification of birds as they convey an idea of size 
which cannot be obtained fro111 an illustration depict
ing birds in their natural surroundings as Mr. Levett
Yeats does. 



THE COMMON BIRDS OF INDIi\ 
THE NON·SPORTING SWIMMING BIRDS. 

We have dealt "\vith the ducks, swans, geese and mergansers. There 
are many other birds that are quite as 111uoh at home in the water as 
the above-mentioned, but ·which are not accot111tcd sporting birds. These 
form our p~;esent subject. The descriptions given of them and other 
non-sporting birds that follow will be of a different nature from those 
for game birds, because these last are shot and the observer has the 
opportunit y of ,holding them in the hand and observing them feather 
by feather. On the other hand, no one hut (~ hird-collector shoots non
game birds; in consequence, I shall endeavour to give such descrip
tions of these as will enable the reader to identify them when he sees 
them in their natural surroundings. 

Of one of these, namely, the coot (Flilica atm), mention has already 
been made .. not because it is a near relative of the cltlCks, but because it 
apes the manners of these and is so often mistaken for one of them by 
inexperienced sportsmen. 

Orthodox naturalists are never tired of dilating on the wonders of 
mimicry in nature. Mimicry, as the term is used by biologists, means 
similarity in external appearance between two species not closely 
related to one another. The term includes the resem 11lance of an 
animal to a vegetable or inanimate object. The stock example is that 
of the Kallima butterfly, common in the Himalayas, which, ·vvhen at 
rest, beal's a close resemblance to a dead leaf. The theory is that the 
butterfly, on account of its resemblance to a dead, leaf, often escapes 
being devoured by the creatures that prey upon it, and that therefore 
natural selection has developed the likeness. This is putting the cart 
before the horse. It is wrong to say that natural selection brings about 
the re~emblance. So great is the numhe1' of species and so plastic are 
they that it is not surprising that widely separated forms sometimes 
resemble one another. 'rhere arc cases of birds that inhahit different 
parts of the globe being as alike as two pins. 

In such cases neither can profit from the resemhlance. T,he coot 
does not appear to derive any benefit £1'0111 its resem,blance to the cluck; 
on the contrary, many a coot has lost its life because it has deceived 
inexperienced sportsmen, In this case it is similarity of habits that has 
brought about the likeness, T'he coot is a rail that has l1ecome a 
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swimming bird and which, instead of ~kt11kil1g among reeds, as the 
rest. of its family do, lives on the 0])1211 water. More will be said about 
it wl1en we disC11SS the rails. 

;~:~> ~~-~~~~ 
, ~;. 

Tl£AD AND Fao'!' Ol" COOT. 
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I.-Grebes. 

Let us. now consider the grebes, which have many of the habits of 
ducks. 

The great-crested grebe (Podicipes cristatlls) OCCl}rs both in Europe 
and Asia. In winter, it is found 0111110st of the big jhils in Northern India. 
It keeps to open water and is often seen near a flock of ducks. It 
obtains its food entirely by diving. It can swim very fast under water. 
When hustled, it takes to its wings. Like the coot, it expe·riences some 
difficulty in rising; it has to run on the surface for some yards, flog
ging the water with wings and feet, before it can rise. Once on the 

GREAT CRl~STJ;:D GRJo:m: (PODICIPli;S CRIS'l'A'WS). 

wing, "it flies strongly but never soars high over the water as dl1cks 
and coot do. Wheil on the wing, its long neck, slender-pointed bill, 
and the feet projecting behind the tail prevent its being .mistaken .for 
a duck. When flying, its wings are seen to be black and white and its 
body looks black. When it moves about on the surface of the water, 
the greater part of the body is submerged; in other words, it swims 
low. It carries the long neck upright and from a distance looks some
what like a cygnet; this resemblance disappears all closer inspection. 
The pointed bill and the short II horns" formed by the black bifid ~est 
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are very distinctive. The hind toe of the grebe is like that of a diving
duck. The three front tocs arc lobed like those of the coot, with this 
difference, t1:'at the lobes are not constricted at the joints of the toes. 
The plumage of the crested grebe is white, save for the Cfest described 
above, the brown· hinel neck, and some black on the forehead and 
vying-so 

The little grebe or dabd1ick (P. allJl}cnnis) is a permanent 
resident of India and is found on most jhils and ponds. This bird is 
not much larger than a myna. It looks like a diminutive brown teal 
that has lost its tail. It seems never to come on to dry land and it 
does not fiy very often. It is, perhaps, the 1110st aquatic bird in exist
ence. The chin is white, as is the abdomen, and there is some chestnut 
on the sides of the head and the neck. The remainder of the plumage 
is clark brown. 
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The third grebe found in India is intermediate in size between the 
two that have been described. It has a white breast, and the chin 
and throat are mixed black and white. Th~re is a broad, clark l;anc1 

1··I:I;:AD AND Foo'r Ol~ DAllCHlCK. 

between the throat and the breast. It is known as:. the eared grebe 
(P. nigricollis). It occurs chiefly 011 salt ,vater and, except in Sind, is a 
rare bird. 

n.-Terns. 

The terns now claim our attention. Tn these the three fmnt toes, 
like those of ducks, are joined by a web, but the ,hind toe is small 
(wanting in some forms) and raised above the plane of the front toes. 
It appears to be of 110 use to the bird. Owing to the want of this toe 
a tern canllot perch all a bough and it is a poor walker; it takes vety 
little walking exercise. Notwithstanding the webbed feet, terns very 
rarely- swim on the water as gulls and ducks do. When not resting on 
a sandy islet in midstream, they fly to and fro a few feet above the 
surface of the water catohing insects after the manner of swallows, 
hence terns are sometimes called sea-swallows. It is hardly necessary 
to state that terns are not ncar relatives of swallows. They frequently 
pick their food-aquatic insects or small fish-from the water, swooping 
on to it; sometimes they dive right into the water after the manner 01 
kingfishers. So neatly do they secure their prey that the feathers of 
the head seldom get wet. Terns are among the most beautiful of God's 
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creatures. The beauty of their form is perfect. Their shape is a 
clre~ll1 of comeliness and their movements are the poetry of motion. 

The body is usually white and the long pointed wings are pearly 
grey. The bill and legs are often red or bright yellow. 

\Mherevcr there is a river or lake in India, there will you see terns. 
You cannot mistake a tern; the slim white body the long racing wings, 
the easy flight and the frequent descent to the water are a combination 
of characteristics peculiar to these feathered exquisites. 

Although it is quite easy to' identify a tern as it flies 
overhead, it is quite another matter to say to what species the 
particular bird belongs. In Inelia the bird-lover is embarrassed by the 
vast number of species. T'he feelings of a naturalist, accustomed to the 
out-at-heels avifauna of Europe, when he first comes to India, are akin 
to those of a child taken to a toy shop at Christmas time and told to 
choose the toy he likes best. In England, we speak of the cuckoo, 
the kingfisher, the starling. In India there are 29 "different kinds of 
cuckoo, 18 species of kingfisher, and 29 starlings. rDhere are no fewer 
than 19 terns in India and the reader who wants full information is 
referred to the bird volumes of the Fauna of Brit£sh India Series. Of 
these, 19, there are 6 which may fairly be described as common birds: 
the whiskered, Caspian, gull-billed, Indian river, black-bellied and little 
tern. Most species are about the size of a pigeon, but, of cottrS~, very 
different in shape. The little tern is no larger than a bulbul, w:hile the 
Caspian tern is as big as a duck. A tern with a black head, not 11111ch 
larger than a sparrow, is the little tern (Sterna m-inuta). The Caspian 
tern (Hydroprogllc caspia) is marked by its large size and its massive, 
bright-red bill. 

The Indian river tern (S. seena) is, per;haps, the most abundant of 
the terns and is marked by the black cap, the bright-yellow bill and by 

HEAD OF RIVER-'I'ERN. 

llle fact that the ot.tter feathers of the tail are 11early six inches longer 
than the middle ones, forming' a very conspicuous fork. 
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The gull-billed tern (S. anglica) has a black bill and teet, 'out very 
little black in the plumage. As it Hies, it appears to be a white bird. 

The black-bellied tern (Stern(l mela/logaster) is very easy to identify, 
being the only one of which the under parts are black during the winter 
months. It is very comlllon on the tanks of northern India. 

T'he Indi.an whiskered tern, or small marsh tern as J erdon calls it, 
(Hydrochelidon hybrida) has a red bill, a black spot in front of the eye 
and a black band be'hind the eye. The rest of its plumage is grey 01' 

white in winter. In the hot ·weather the whole head and the abdomen 
become black. In the hot weather it is not very easy to tell the difference 
between the black-bellied and the vlhiskered tern, when these birds are 
flying over a tank. The whiskered species, however, is smaller, being 
ten inches long as opposed to the thirteen inches of the black-bellied 
tern. The bill of the latter is yello,,, and that of" the whiskered tern is 
red. Tohus, it is possible to distinguish between these two birds even in 
SU111mer without shooting them. 

More detailed description would be as boring to the reader as to the 
writer, because terns, like wagtails, change their appearance with the 
season. 

Terns usually live singly, but towards the end of Februai"y they 
begin to collect in flocks 011 sand islets in rivers, where they mate. They 
breed in colonies. Often all the same sandbank may be found the 
eggs of four different species of tern; the Indian skimmer, Hle 
spur-winged plover and the swaIlovv-plover. The eggs of the various 
species are difficult to distinguish-all are marked in much the same way. 
The ground colour may be a pale shade of grey, green, pink or buff. The 
egg is copiously spotted and blotched or streaked with sepia or inky 
purple. Some of the markings are much paler than the others and 
have the appearance of being below the surface. The full clutch of 
eggs is three, sometimes two and very rarely four. Often there is 
great difference in the colouring of the eggs in the same nest. The 
eggs are laid on the balre sand in a slight saucer-shaped depression. 
Scores of nests are often to. be seen on one sandbank. A most enter
taining morning may be spent on any such sandbank in the month of 
April. As soon as the observer lands, the nesting terns fly just over his 
head a"nd utter their shrill plaintive cries. If they do not act thus, 
there is no need to look on talat part of the bank for eggs, for it will 
contain none. During the daytime terns do not appear to sit on their 
eggs at all. They rely 011 the heat of the SU11 to do the hatching; indeed, 
so powerful are the rays of the SU11, that it is a wonder that the eggs do 
not get coolced; they are often too hot to handle with comfort! By 
night every egg is covered by its owner and, when it is dark, the birds 
sit so closely that HU111e declares it to he possible to catch the111 in a 
butterfly-net! 



The above 1"emarks do 110t apply to the Caspian tern, which nests 
by the sea, or to the whiskered tern which breeds in the rains among 
the reeds and Hoating water plants of jh£ls. Thousands of these terns 
breed all the lakes of Kashmir and Oudh. The nest is a floating 
raft made of reeds or straw, on this three eggs are laid: these are pale 
green speckled with brown and pale purple. 

vVhy this tern should have departed from the nesting habits of 
all its near relatives is a question that has 110t yet been answered. 

The Indian skimmer or scissors-bill (Rh'J'11C/zOPS albicollis) is a near. 
relative of the terns. This very extraordinary bird is found on 1110st 
of the large rivers of India and is particularly common at Ghazipu1", on 

SKIMIIIlll{S (H.UVNCHOl'S ALBICOLLIS.) 

the Ganges. The skimmer is sixteen inches long, being thus a little 
smaller than the largest tern. The bill of this bird is a unique structure. 
Except at the tip, where it is horn-coloured, it is of a bright-red hue. 
It is much nattencc1lateraIly; the upper mandible, which is three and a 
half inches long, is all inch shorter than the lower one, which is very 
flexible anc1makes a good paper-knife. The tail, the whole of the lower 
parts, the forehead, t,he cheeks and a collar at the hack of the neck are 
white, the rest of the plumage is hlackish brown. This hird is called 
the skimmer because of its habit of Hying just above the surface of the 
water, so close to it that it is a marvel that the tips of its long wings 
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never touch the water. When it is thus scouring the surface, the bi11 
is carried wide open with tlhe tip of the lower mandible immersed in 
the water, cutting through it just as the nose of a destroyer does. Cut
water would be a better name for the bird than skimmer. Every now 
and then the head is jerked down and the mandibles meet with a snap 
to close upon a tiny fish which is usually swallowed at one gulp. You 
cannot mistake a skimmer: it is the only bird in India that has this habit 
of flying with the bill in the "\vater. 

Skimmers nest on sandbanks in rivers along with the terns, and lay 
four eggs, mllch like thoseof terns except that the markings are usually 

YOUNt, SKIMM~R IN CAVI'!'Y IN SAND, FlUGNING 
DI~A'rn '1'0 ESCAl'~ D!.Cn;C'l'ION. 

bolcler. The nest is just a depression in the sand, usually shallower 
than that of a tern. Baby skimmers are very sluggish and invariably 
feign death when handled. 

When I speak of feigning death, of course, I do 110t mean that the 
young birds deliberately pretend they are dead. They have no know
ledge of death, and if they had they do not possess the intelligence 
requisite to make pretence in order to deceive man. Tern nestlings 
are much more active than are young skimmers. 

IlL-Gulls. 

The gull is just a heavy tern; it stands in much the sa.me relation to 
the tern as a barndoor fowl does to a bantam. The plumage of gulls, 
like that of the terns, is mainly white and pearly grey. The several 
species resemble one another closely and are always changing their 
appearance. 

I sball, therefore, not attempt any detailed description: those wbo 
love these dry bones of science are referred to the bird volumes of the 
Fauna of Brt:t.£sh India Series, which, by the way, are perhaps the best 
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systematic hird books in existence. They are novv out of print, and 
the Secretary of State for India is bringing out a new edition, but alas! 
the whole terminology is being changed, with a result that the field 
naturalist will be put to great annoyance. He has already suffered over 
much at the hands of the pedant! The only gull that ventures far inland 

,-~;.::.-- --~ ___ ' 

---:::.,~""-. 
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in very large numbers in India :is the yellow-legged herring gull (Larus 
cachiJl1lalls). One or two specimens of this are likely to be seen 011 

most large jhils in India. The brown-headed gull (L. brlmcicephalus) 
sometimes occurs on rivers. Of the gulls that frequent the coasts of 
India, perhaps, the COl11monest is the laughing-gnll (L. ridib'wndt£s). 
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The ugly brown gu11 seen in such numbers in the Red Sea is the sooty 
guU (L. hernprichi). This bird occurs on the coast of Sind. Gulls feed 
c;hiefly on dead fish and garbage floating on the sea or washed up 011 to 
the shore. At Madras they squabble with the crows for the tiny fish 
thrown a way by the fishermen. Inland, gulls feed largely on insects 
and worms, but an egg or a young bird does not come amiss. 

IV.-Pelicans. 

Before taking leave of the web-footed birds, mentio1l111tlst be made 
of the pelicans and cormorants. These are peculiar in that the hind toe 
points forwards, and this and the three front toes are cOllnected by a 
web. It is not necessary to describe a pelican. Which of us has not 
watched with admiration these bir1ds in the Zoo, scooping up fish with 

PELICANS (P. PI-lILLIPINUS) AND CORMORAN'l'S (PHALACOCOllAX 

JAVANICUS.) 

their efastic-pouohed lower jaw? A party of pelicans fishing in the 
wild state is a sight for the gods. They line up, one or two deep, 
across a belt of water and then advance, beating the water with their 
wings. Thus they drive the frightened fish to shallow water, where 
they scoop them up 1111.1Ch as a bank-clerk scoops up sovereigns. Four 
species of pelican occur in India. They are as like one another as the 
figures of human beings in a Noah's ark are, so that it is almost 
impossible to say to which species a specimen belongs without examin
ing it closely and measuring it with a foot-rule. 
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V.-Cormorants. 

Cormorants occur much more abundantly in India than do pelicans. 
These great, black, fishing birds are to be found on most big jhils an'd 
sheets of water in India. 'l~hey live 011 fish, w'hieh they capture by 
diving. Now a :fish in the water takes a lot of catching! Until you have 
witnessed cormorants diving for fish in the glass tank at the Zoological 
Gardens in Regent's Park, you cannot appreciate the pitch of excellence 
to which the cormorant has brought the art of swimming under water. 
The heathen Chinee takes advantage of this proficiency and makes 
cormorants fish for him. He ties a line to the birel's leg, 'winds a ring 
of twisted straw round its neck, and then sends it into the water after 
fish. T'he unfortunate bird cannot swallow its quarry owing to the 
ring round its neck, so it 'has to Idisgorge when pulled back into the boat. 
To prevent the bird fro111 sulking, the master gives it a fish now and 
again after a capture. 

After having partaken of a meal of fish, cormorants By to any 
convenient post, there to digest their food and ponder over the wickec1-

HJ;AD 01" COlurOHAN'l'. 

ness of the worlel. 'While thus engaged, they stand motionless with 
wings expanded, looking like the tops of partially submerged church 
lecterns. 

Cormorants are strong 011 the wing but, like coots, they experience 
some difficulty in rising out of the water. There are three species of 
cormorant in India-all as black as crows. The C01l111l01leSt is the 
little cormorant (P halacocora.r ja7'anicl/s). This hiI'd is particular! y 
abundant in the neighbourhood of Madras. It breeds during the south
west monsoon in northern India and in the south-east 111onsoon on the 
Madras side. The nests are platforms of sticks placed in low trees, 
often on an island in a lake. The eggs are pale green. The large 
cormorant (P. carbo) is also fairly ahundant. Retween these two 
comes the lesser cormorant (P. Illscicollis). This seems to occur chiefly 
in Sind and Burma. It, like the little cormorant. has twelve tail-feathcr~, 
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v"hile the big species has fourteen. No matter how much the naturalist 
conjures ,,,ith the name" Natural Selection," he will be hard put to it 
to explain why two of am Indian cormorants get along very nicely with 
twelve tail-feathers, while the big one needs fourteen. 

The Indian darter or snake-bird (Plot1[s mclanogastcr) must be 
familiar to all who shoot duck. This bird is half cormorant, half heron. 
Cover up the head and neck and you think you have a cormorant. Leave 
only the small head and long slender neck exposed, and you imagine 
YOll are looking at a heron. This species is to be found on most Fdls. 
It feeds on fish, which it catches by diving from a perch like a king
fisher, or from the surface of the 'water like a cormorant. Often the 
snake-bird swims with only the 'head and neck shmving above the 
surface, like the periscope of a submarine. After a meal the bird assumes 
the lectern-like attitude of cormorants. It is a good flier and, when on 
the '''ling, carries the neck stretcbed out and has then a queer appear
ance, looking as though it had exchanged head and neck with a bird of 
mt1ch thinner build than itself. Its nest is like that of t·he cormorant, 
in the company of which it often breeds. 

Bf\5~11~ 
/\. """:. 

.' 



NON~PERCHING WADERS. 

l.-Water-Plovers and Rails. 

vVe have discoursed upon the sporting- and the non-sporting 
svvimming hirds. There is a host of other water-fowl, many of which 
are entitled to a plac.e among the c.ommon birds of India. These form 
a heterogeneous crowd, hence it is not an easy matter to know how to 
group them for Ictescriptive purposes. Aftel" some consideration I have 
decided to make four classes of them: L-Watet-Plovers and Rails. 
II.-Plovers and Sandpipers. IlL-Cranes and Flamingoes. IV.-The 
Perching Vl ac1ers-Sto1"ks, Ibises and Herons. 

In this e,hapter we will notice the more important members of 
Class 1. 

The hirds I have termed water-plovers axe usually called jacanas, 
which is t,he Spanish name for them. These remarkable birds are to be 
found 011 1110st of the lakes in the tropics and sub-tropics ot: Asia .. Africa 
and America. They helong to the family parrid((! and two members 
are common in India. These are the pheasant-tailed iacana or water~ 
plover (Hydro plz asian us ch£rltrglls) and the bronze-winged species 
(M etopodhls hldica.). 

Everyone who has shot duck in India, must have heard emanating 
fro111 the reeds, curious calls. not unlike the mewing of cats. These 
calls are fhe notes of the water-plovers. As the boat that carries the 
gunner progresses, the. occupant must have noticed s111all birds, ahout 
the size of pigeons, get up well \vithin range and fly off, utte1'ing, as 
likely as not, a mewing call. These are "water-plovers. One is a light 
coloured bird and the other dark. If the sportsman be observant, he 
may have noticed that these birds carry their leg's pointed backwards 
when flying and these are so long as to project behind the tail. 

If you look at the hird through field-glasses, you will see that 111 the 
pheasant-tailed species the crO'Wll and upper plumage are brown, that 
there is a black band running' through the eye clown the neck and then 
turning forwards to form a bJack gorget. Behind this, running" clown 
the neck, is a yellowish brown band, The lower plumage is white. 
The wings are white. with narrow black edges. The tail is short; yon 
will, therefore, wonder why the bird is said to be pheasant-tailed. If, 
however, you repair to the Jhil in the rains, y.on will cease to wonder, 
for then both the cock and the hen have a long pheasant-shaped black 
tail. The head is then white and the black band rtl11S £1'0111 the nape 
down the side of the neck and the yellowish brown band has become 
bright golden. 
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In the case of the bronze-\:vingecl jacana, the prevailing hue of the -
plumage is rich dark green with a beautiful gloss, which is pnrple on 
the ul?per back and bronze on the ·wings. The lower back is maroon 
with a purple gloss. There are conspicuous white eyebrows and dark 

blue lappets. Both sexes are coloured alike and there is no seasonal 
change of plumage in this species as there is in the case of the pheasant
tailed species. Here then we have two birds living £ide by side 011 the 
same jhil, and of which the habits are identical, yet one adopts a special 
nnptial plumag'e, while the other does not. This is a phenomenon 
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which the biologist has not been ahle to explain: for this reason jacanas 
are left severely alone hy those scientific. men who write on sexual 
selection and protective colouratiol1! The 1110St extraordinary thing 
about these birds is their long toes. The birds are smaller than pigeons l 

nevertheless, the hind toes and claws are nearly four inches in length, 
while the three front toes are well over three inches. Owing to the 
extravagant length of their toes these birds are able to run about on the 
broad floating leaves of 1ilie~, lotuses and other water plants as easily 
as an ordinary hird can n.111 on -terra, firma; -for this reason they might 
well be called lotus-birds or lily-trotters. But they can, and often do, 
ride the 'water like ducks. The pheasant-tailed species looks a fine 
object on the water after it has grown its long tail. This is raised above 
the water in a beautiful curve. Water-plovers are more aquatic even 
than duck; they do not often come 011 dry Ianel. Their nests are floating 
rafts, ancI as often as 110t t,heir eggs are partly immersed in the water! 

"''''i'~~~~'''~-
t~~:·:·,",,!~,.~~·~~~~~~~~~~~A~~4~~'.--~ .• :~ ~. 
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FEA'l'HItRS OF JACANA. 

Take a cloudy day in the rains and spend the 111Grnl11g on some large 
jhil where there is plenty of vegetation and you will enjoy the experience. 
You will almost certainly find nests of these and ofher water birds. 
Both kinds of water-plover build the same kind of nest-a tangle of 
rtlshes which may float like a raft, or may be tethered to some plant or 
floating object, or may beon a tiny islet in the middle of the jhil. YOlt 
may find the nests of both kinds on the same jhil, but in that case they 
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usually divide off the jhil into t ... \,o spheres of influence, as there is some 
rivalry oetween the two species. The eggs of the two kinds of jacall<l 
are easily differentiated. The pheasant-tailed species lays four peg
topped-s'hapecl eggs of a rich olive or bronze hue without any markings. 
Those of the bronze-winged jacana are more or less covered with 
markings which look like Arabic inscriptions. 

Both species are found all over the plains of India, except the 
Punjab, where only the pheasant-tailed species occurs. The bronze
winged hird is likely to be seen On the lakes of the Botanical Gardens at 
Sibpur and the pheasant-tailed species is said occasionally to pay the 
gardens a visit. 

Another bird that is to he seen 011 most lakes in India is our familiar 
English friend, the moorhen (Gallillula chloroplls). This bird is found 

HEAD AND Foo'l' OI<', MOORHEN. 

allover India, but is not nearly so common as are the water-plovers, 
and, being of very retiring habits, is apt to elude observation where it 
does occur. 

An olive-brown bird, not very much larger than a myna, with some 
white in the posterior part of the body and a conspicuous red shield on 
the forehead-a bird that haunts the reedy margins of jhils and swims 
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to cOlrer with jerky movements "when it perceives that it is being observed 
can be Ilone other than the moorhen. This bird has normal toes and 
can run well on land. When it runs it cocks up its tail, causing the 
white under-parts to be very: conspicuous. 

The moorhen breeds in Augnst and September. To make a 
receptacle for the eggs, fourteen or fifteen stems of wild rice are bent 
down to form a sort of cup. In this a goodly number of eggs is laid, 
sometimes as il1any as nine. These are usually stone-coloured or 
pinkish, with hrownish red spots. Occasionally the bird makes a collec
tion of rushes and stra"yvs and with these builds a nest in some bush 
growing in the lake. 

One of the 1110st beautiful birds found all our Indian jhils is the 
purple coot or moorhen, as Blanford calls it. The scientific name is 
Porph)wio poliocephalus. This hird, as I have remarked elsewhere, is 
one that should appeal strongly" to Messrs. Liberty and Co., being a 
study in shades of art blue. Purple, lilac, cobalt blue, greenish blue all 
preponderate in one or other parts of the purple plumage of this bird. 
The whole plumage is some shade of. purple except a patch un1der the 
tail which is white. The bill and a shield of skill are bright red, as are 
the long legs. The purple coot is about the size of a small whistling 
teal. Its habits are very different from those of the black coot. It has 
no lobes on its toes as the l)1ack coot bas) hut its long toes, like thos"c of 
t·he moorhen, are fringed with a membrane which should enable the 
bird to swim. It may perhaps swim like a moorhen, Imt I have never 
seen it do so. Indeed, I have never seen a purple coot in the open, except 
on the wing after it has been flushed. It is said that, owing' to its long 
toes, it can run about on the top of the broad floating leaves of water 
plants as water-plovers do. I have never seen it act thus. I have 
always found the purple coot among rushes and stout reeds to which it 
clings in much the same way as a reed-warbler does. Its diet is chieflv 
vegetable and it is said to cause much damage to the rice crops. It ha-s 
a harsh cry. The nest is of the same description as those of the water
plovers-a mass of rushes and reeels, which may he floating or all the 
ground on an islet in the jhil. If the nest be a floating one, it is a 
massive structure, four-fifths of which is under water. As 111,~l11y as 
nine eggs may be laid. These have the ground colour pale pink, very 
prettily marked, especially at the broad end, with lines and spots of 
crimson lake; in addition to these there are some pale purple blotches 
and clouds which appear to be below the surface of the shell. July and 
August are the months in which most eggs are founel in Northern India. 
If a person be fortunate he may find on the same .ilia on the same day 
eggs of all the birds described above. 

One of the commonest vvater-birds in Inclia is the white-hreasteCl 
water-hen (A111aurorn£s jJlurnicurus). 
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HEAD AND FOOl' 01" PURPLt MOORHtN. 
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This bird is found not only in large tanks, but, like the paddy bird 
it is quite content to dwell in the smallest village pond, provided this 
affords the least cover to which it can resort when alarmed. 

It is about t·he size of a crow, but has much longer legs. The upper 
plumage is dark slaty grey, tinted with green-seen £1'0111 a distance it 
looks black. In sharp contrast to this is the white forehead, face, front 
of, neck, breast and belly. There is a chestnut patch under the tail; as 
this organ is often ccu:ried aloft the chestnut patch shows up well. The 
long legs are yellowish green. The bird feeds on the ground and among 
rushes to which it is able to cling with ease, thanks to its long feet. 
This birld is often found some distance fro111 water. Although it dwells 
near human habitation, it objects strongly to being looked upon by 
man, and walks away hastily 'with tail erect whenever it kno\'\'s you 
are watching it. This hird nests in'the rains, when it becomes exceed
ingly noisy. HU111C thus describes the uproar made by water-hens 
in September-some half-dozen of tbese birds were breeding near his 
honse at Bombay which was surrounded hy low-lying fields. H Any thing 
more unearthly proceeding from the throat of a bird I never heard. It 
began with loud harsh roars which might haye been elicited fro111 a 
bear by roasting it slowly over a large fIre, then suddenly changecl to a 
clear note repectted like the coo of a clove. Often in the morning hvo 
or three of these birds might be seen in some little opcn space, fighting 
like young cock-chickens." 

The nest is sometimes on the gruund In rushes, more often in trees 
or bushes standing in water. The nest is a platform of twigs, rushes 
and grasses-occasionally the disused nest of another bird is utilised. 

Young water-hens are pretty ohjects and swim well, when they look 
like Huffy hlack ducklings. 

A small relative, about the size of a Illyna. of which t-he under-parts 
arc chestnut instead of white, which is fairly com111on in the pools round 
about Calcutta, is the ruddy crake (Amaurornis Juscus). 

H.-Plovers and Sandpipers. 

"'rhe plovers, sandpipers and snipe are so nearly allied," writes 
Dr. Blanford, "that they must all be united into one :family." I am 
going to clefer so far to the opinion of the learned doctor as to treat of 
plovers and sandpipers together, hnt the snipe, being sporting birds, 
have been dealt with along with others n.f that ilk. Now there are 
about fifty species of plover an1d sandpiper in India, hut we will consider 
only ahout ten of the commoner ones. Plovers always remind me of 
certain men I knew at 'Varsity, who invariably went about in ridinl5 
breeches etnd gaiters, but W110 were never seen on horseback. Some 
unkind people ,vent so far as to say that those horsey young men could 
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not ride! A plover is a bird dressed, or perhaps, I should say built, for 
wading, that never w<.\,des deeply. Plovers have long legs, but they are 
birds of meadows, and grassy and sandy tracts, rather than of marshes, 
Tohey are often seen near water, but seem never to venture far into that 
element. 

The most familiar of the Indian plovers is the c1icl-he-do-it Of red-
wattled lapwing (Sarcogrammus indic2ts). Lapwing is another name 

YOUNG SPUR-WING!;:D PLOV!;:R IN 'I'HI~ C!;:N'l'RE; R!;:O-WA't'l.'LED LAl'WINGS (SARCO
GRAMMUS INDICUS) FI,YING ; S'l'ONI~-CUIU,J;;WS (O],:DICNUMUS SCOLOPAX) RUNNING 

AND sl'r''I'ING. 

for plover. Montagu tells us that the English lapwing (Vanellus 
vulgarus) , w hkh is found as a rare bird in N orth-Western India, is so 
called because of (( the constant flapping of the wings during flight." 
This is not very illuminating; most birds flap their wings during flight I 
Lapwing is probably a corruption of kleape-wince. Our forefathers 
so nanied the bird because of the leaping or jerking c~l1tics it perfofms 
on the ground when a human being approaches its eggs. Kleapen means 
leap or fun, wince means move from side to side. 

The head, neck and upper back of the did-he-do-it are black, and 
the lower back and 1111der-parts are white. A broad white band runs 
'clown each side of the neck from the eye to join the white of the under
parts. The wings are of a beautiful greenish bronze 1lUe, sct off by a 
broad white band which meets the white rump and gives the bird a 
very striking appearance when it is on the wing. The legs are bright 
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yellow. The bill is crimson red, as is the forwardly-pointing wattle; 
which fonns so conspicuolls a feature of the binI's face. 

Very likely the ted-wattled lapwing in appearance is the yellow
wattled species (Sarcophorlls malabaricllS). As the name indicates, the 
wattle of this bird is vellow. The species lacks the white banel on the 
side of the neck, but its wing markings are the same as those of the red~ 
wattled species. Both birds have the same ,habits, their calls arc very 
similar, they Jive in stollY places and in ploughed tlelcls. They seem never 
to cat or sleep. They lay four typical j1!over's eg-g's in the middle of a 
ploughed field or on the h,dlast of the l"Ctilway line; sometimes 011 the 
roof of a house. The eggs are stone-coloured with light' and clark 

1 !.I~'\ll 011 \',\l'WING. 

brown tlloiches, hut is it necessary fur me, when talking; to CfllCllrc:an 
readers, to describe pluver's eggs? 

The feel-wattled species ncst~ fr()m 1\1 arch to ]11lH', while the 
yellow-'.vattled lapwing seem!.) to lay only ;n .\pril and ]'\'1 ely. 

Almust 1110re hanclsome than the two birds just described is the 
Indian spur-winged plover (HoNor/crus 7I clItralis). This has greyish 
brown plumage with black and white marking'S. The pointed crest, 
which is l1stt(lll.y recumhent, the gTeater llart of the wings and tail, the 
chin and throat, and a band on the abdomen are hlack. cl'hcre is a 
brcn\,l1 collaret and some brO'W11 in t.he ··wings. During flig-ht the most 
conspicuollS feature of the bird is a broad white wing hand which I1H'cls 
the white rump and forms a pattern like thnt on the did-he··c1o-it. . There 
is a spur 011 tlH~ front part of the wing' wl1ich is difficult to make out 
unless tlle hird be heJel in the hanel. 'j he spllr-wlllg'CCl plover seems 
to live entirely 011 sand near water. Two or more o:f these birds are 
to be :fonnd 011 evcry sand c!l/(r in the Ganges. CI~he call or thb 
plover may he syl1abised, clic1-dicl-clicl-dicl-do--it, and is invariah1y uttered 
when the bird is 011 the wing. If rou approach this hird, it: will take 
to its wings and I'ly round yuu and scold in snch a way that you think it 
mnst have a nest ncar by and is protesting because it fcars you will 
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plunder it. This may be the case, on the other hand It may not be. The 
spur-winged plover like the Indian agitator makes a point of protesting 
whether he has a grievance or not! 

When it does not know you are looking at it, the spur-winged plover 
is a quiet enough· bird. It lives with the head haH buried in the 
shoulders. When it runs with minclllg gait with the head in this 
position, it has a you-have-hurt-my-feelings-and-I-will-have-nothing
to-c1o-with-you air. 

As with all plovers, when it squats, the legs point forward, causing 
the bird to look as though it "vere kneeling the wrong way. It lays 
four eggs 011 the bare sand. These arc in shape and colouring like 
those of the did-he-do-it. l\IIarch and April are the months in which 
to look for them. The baby spur-winged plover is not unlike a tern of 
similar age, but it has only three toes, and these are not webbed. I 
may here say that plovers and sandpipers have no hillel toe, or only a 
rudimentary one; they are, therefore, unable to grasp a perch and so 
never sit in trees. 

The legs of the baby spur-winged plover are black, its thick down 
is of a darker hue than that of the tern nestling, and has much the 
appearance of the fur of a tortoise-shell cat. 

The golden plover and one or two other lapwings visit India ill 
winter. One only of these is sufiiciently abullcJicl11t to require men
tion; this is the white-tailed lapwing (Chctt%sia le'llwra). A lapwing
like bird of sandy-coloured plumage and white tail and throat, having 
a black and a white wing bar, is probably this species. The white tail 
is so short that it is hidden by the wings, except when the bird is 
flying. 

VV c now come to the sand-plovers. These arc plovers which pick 
their food, as a rule, from off damp sand and do not mind getting their 
feet wet,. They; are s'mall birds, varying in size from that of the 
sparrow to that of the myna. They usually go about in small Hocks. 
They are dull brown birds vvith clark brown and white 011 the head. 
Sometimes the white takes the form of a necklace, then they arc called 
ringed-plovers. Most of them are winter visitors to India, but two of 
them-the Kentish plover and the lesser-ringecl species-sometimes 
breed in India. T.}lere are eight different kinds that uccur in I--Iinc1u
stan; all belong to the genus Al-ginlitis. 

Before passing on to the sandpipers, which are birds that obtain 
their food by probing in mud and wet sand, mention lllust be made 
of some other plover-like birds, the classification of which has S0111C~ 
what puzzleclmen of science. 

The stone-curlew or stone-plover (Uidicncntlls scola pax) is rather 
a large bird, being half as big again as the clicl-,he-c1o-it. It is a c1rab
coloured fowl with a 'white eyebrow and black-and-white wings; these 
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the bird sometimes sho\vs off hy funning about with them expanded. 
The large eyes are golden yellow. This bird is usually found on dry 
plains, \vhich are not cultivated. It has the ·habit of crouching on the 
ground with its neck stretched ont when it: wants to conceal itself. 

I-bAD ANn FOOT OIl rITE S·l'ONE-CURLI~W. 

This is probably why it is sOli1eti1l1cs called the hustard florican. It seems 
to spenclmost of the clay in sleep; at night it becomes lively, and tnat 
is the time when its curlew-like call is most often heard. It lavs its 
plover-like egg:s on the bare ground. . . 

The great stone-plover or thick-kneed or goggle-eyed plover 
(BsacHs rccurvirostris) is one of the largest of the plovers, being evet-y 
bit as big as the average Indian murghi. It may be distinguished from 
the last-named' species by a black band that begins behind the white 
eyebrow and encircles both this and the eye. This bird lives on the 
banks of large rivers, and lays, between February and May, two very 
large eggs on the sand or bare ground. If It is said," writes Finn, 'f to 
have a loud harsh croaking note, but I should call what I have heard 
fro111 it a squeal, varying fro111 the a wiul screech of slate pencil 
f scrooped' perpendicularly down a slate-as we have all done in our 
youth-to a regular yell, almost like a pig's, when the bird is handled." 
From what has been said it will be gathered that the goggle-eyed 
plover-so caned from its huge head and eyes-is not numbered among 
the song birds of Ind! . 

The handsome Indian courser or courier-plover (Cursorius coro·· 
malldclicHS) is less than half t·he size of the goggle-eyed. It is a bird of 
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stOIlY, arid plaius. The head and hrcas1 are chestnut. Tht' chin is 
white, as is a patch ahove t·he 1ail. There are conspicuous white eye
bro\"/s w 11 ieh meet at the n:t pe of the neck; he 10 \V this is a blae k band 
running t·hrongh the na1le. The rest of the plumage is brown. 
The leg's of the hird look as thoug-h they had heen coated with white 
enamel. The eggs are of the usual plover type. 

Swallow-plovers Ol" pratinco]es are curio11s little hirds, the classi
fication of which ,has puzzled ornithologists. There is a large and a 

FlI(AD ANll Foo'!' o}' PRATJNCOLl(. 

small variety-Gia,reola oricntalis and G. laclea; the latter is a very 
com111on bird. Swallow-plovers are plovers that seem to aim at 
becoming swallows. They catcb their insect prey largely on the wing; 
they have, therefore, developed some of the peculiarities 0'£ birds that 
seek their subsistence in this ,;vay, namely long wings and a hroad 
gape. 

If yoU would see a swallow-plover, repair to a river at eventide 
when there are plenty of insects disporting themselves ovcr tIle water. 
'[ hese provide a feast for svvallows and martins and swallow-plovers. 
These last arc not very much larger than swal1ows, being less than 
seven inches in length. The wing is nearly as long as the head, body 
and tail combined, and it is this feature that makes these plovers look so 
swallow-like. The general colonr of the bird is sanely g1"cy. The chin 
is white, the short tail is white with a hlack tip. There is a black streak 
thmugh the eye and a ,vhite one near the margin of the wing. 

The leg's are s,hort for those of a plover, nevertheless the bird runs 
well, after the manner of lapwing·s. The nesting habits are those of 
terns and the eggs are usually laid at the same time and on the same 
sandbank as those of terns. The swallow-plovers generally form a 
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small colony to iltemseh'es, and their eggs, which are smaller than those 
of most terns, alt'hough large for the size of the bird, are laid in shallow 
hollows 011 the sandbank, llsually at a part where there is SCHlIe stunted 
vegetation. The normal clutch of eggs is two. These, like those of 
terns and skimmers, vary extraordinarily in colouring. The gronnd 
hue ranges fro111 pale green to fawn, in some it is almost white. The 
spots are llsuaIIy smaller-mostly tiny specks-than those of terns. 

Baby swallow-plovers are much like baby terns, but the bill, w·hich 
is broad at the base, anel the legs are black. The down is fawn-coloured 
and the dark markings are less pronounced. The down has rather the 
appearance of the coat of a clouded leopard, ';\Then swallow-plonrs 
have eggs, a11ld these are approached, the parent hirds simulate injury 
in the most wonderful way. One will fall, head over heels, and the11 lie 
still as if dead, a second will limp as though a leg \Vere broken and 
another will flutter as if a wing- were injured. Eut, as soon as the 
eggs are hatched and the young ones are rt111ning ahout, the parents 
make little fuss, even if the young hirds he handled. 

Gulls, terns, ducks, partridges ancllapvvings, when they have eggs, 
all behave more or less similarly. For reasons which I have set forth in 
GlinzjJse.r a/Indian Birds, I do not believe that they consciously feign 
injury with the object of deceiving an intruder anel enticing him away 
from their eggs, To believe this \'votrId he to allow birds reasoning 
powers, which they almost certainly do not possess. At the time when 
birds have eggs or young ones, the parental instinct shows itself with 
st1ch intensity that it might well be clescrihed as fury. When such 
bircls see their treasmes threatened, they hecome temporarily demented 
with angnish and in conseqncnce scream or lose control of their 
muscles, The casual ohserver who sees their behaviour in this 
connection says, "\i'\That cunning and clever creatures birds are I"~ 

The stilt (HimaJltopus W11didllS) is a bird that is easily identilled. 
'I he bOidy is about the size of that of a: clove; the legs, if not quite so 
long as Oxford St., are long- enough to give the bird the appearance of 
being on stilts. They are brig·ht red .. The wing's and back are black 
in the male and brown in the female; the rest of the hody is white. 
The bill is long and straight. The stilt haunts shallow \'vater, It lays 
three plover-like eggs in the sand. 

The avocet (Rccur'lJirostra avocetta) is a beautiful bird. Th e 
long bill is very thin and has a pronouncecl upward curve-just the 
opposite of that of the curlew. The body of the avocet is about the 
size of that of a pigeon. The plumage is white with black all the top 
of the head, the back of the neck, the shoulders and wings, The 
avocet has long legs, and, like the stilt, haunts shallow water, where it 
secures its food by sweeping the water horizontally with its bill. This 
bird was once served up to me in Bombay as snipe. All manner of 
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weird fowl do duty as snipe on Bombay tables. The avocet is only a 
winter visitor tn India. 

HEAD AND FOQ'I' OIl Sl'II/l'. 

Now for the sandpipers. These birds are so called because they 
always live 011 clamp soil, often sanel, and have curious plaintive piping 
calls. Sandpipers feed on water insects, crustacea and molluscs; ergo, 
they spend their time on wet sand .or in shallow water. The borders of 
every river and lake in India are the winter hunting ground of scores 
of sandpipers. 

They have a snipe-like appearance and many of them are shot and 
eaten as sl1ipe; for this reason the sportsman cal1s them snippets. 

" The word' snippet' " writes E. H. A., in The Common Birds of 
Bombay, "is not in the dktionary, but it is a word of very common 
use in India, as including any bird which purports to be a snipe and is 
not a snipe. There are many such, and since they are much easier to 
shoot than a real snipe, they find their way more readily to the market 
and to the tables of those who buy their game. The butler calls 
them' ish11ap , and he gives the same name to snipe, for he ignores the 
distinction." The hutler goes further than this, he will serve up as 
snipe birds. snch as avocets and did-he-do-its, wh10h the nevvest gdffen 
could not mistake for snipe. Hume, one of the greatest ornithologists 
who have lived in India, was dining out one day, when a dish of .did
he-do-its ""vas placed on the table, " Hq_llo" saie]. Httme/ 'I th~se 
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are not snipe!" "Oh, yes they are" said the host: then turning to 
the butler he asked: _, Butler, what birds are these?" That 
worthy replied "Isnap, saheb." "There you are I told you so! 
He knows I" said the host triumphantly to Hume. 

When writing about snipe in the earlier part of this work, I 
dilated upon the features whereby a snipe may be distinguis'hed from 

lIr-:AD AND FOOT OF SANDPIPl\R. 

a sandpiper. I will not repeat myself. It will sufflee here to describe 
briefly the more <:0111111on sandpipers. As there are some twenty 
different kinds, all more or less alike, I ,,,,ill not attempt to describe all. 

HBAD AND Foo'I' OF Rr,;DSHANK. 

The common sandpiper (TotanllS h3!poleucus) is about the size of 
a myna, but it has only a rudimentary tail, which it wags with all the 
assiduity of a wagtail; as if, to impress (lpOn the observer that it really 
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has :J. tail! It feeds on the mud on the marg;in of every tank, ditch. and 
river in India; "\vhel1 it is alarmed it Ilies ~l1.vay jl1st over the sl1rface of 
the water. Ii is a du1l-looking bird. The upper parts are dark 
muddv brovm tinted yvith olive; the Icrwer parts are ·white. There is 
a narl:ow white lon,r;£twHnal bar in the ,,,ing, visi1>le only during flight. 
By this white bar you may recognise this bird at sight. It is very 
common in India in winter; 111uch less so in summer. 

The wood or spotted sandpiper CYotan'lls ,(flareo/a) has probably 
heen innocently provocative of 1110re had language tllan has any other 
bird. The reason of this is that it keeps company yvith snipes. It is 
always g'etting up from the .ill';l (juite close to the sportsman, who, 
before he has heard the shrill cry ,,,hieh it utters on the wing. mistakes 

I-II\AD AND 1"00'1' m' SrO'I"I'En REDSHANK. 

it for a snipe and takes aim at it; by the time he has discovered his 
mistake, he has probably missed the opportunity of an easy shot at 
some snipe that g·ot up immediately after the sandpiper. Few there 
are who will not corcl:ialJy endorse the mild remark of Mr. ·vV. Jesse 
anent this sandpiper: "It is a perfect nuisance to the snipe-shooter." 
Those of llS who have tasted the bird, will agree with Mr. Jesse, "it 
has a musky smell and is poor eating." The upper plumage is bro'<Vn 
with dark spots; but the greater part of the lower back and tail is 
white. The white shows up when the bird is flying away £1'0111 the 
sportsman. The amount of white showing in the plumage, as well as 
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the 11l1-snipe-like call are easy methods of distinguishing between 
this snippet and the snipe. Less C0111111011 than the wood sandpiper 
and equally snipe-like in appearance are the redshank (Totamts calidn:s) , 
the spotted redshank (T. fllSCUS), the greenshank (T. glottis) and the 
little greenshank (T. stagllatilis). As the English names imply, the two 
former have red and the latter green legs; by these and by their piping 
calls they may be distinguished from snipe as they rise from a jhil. 

Before passing on to the goclwits and the curlews, let me mention 
the little stint (Trillga mi'll'Uta). "If," writes E. H. A., "yon see a 
hundred ding'y little' birds, about the size of sparrows, all feeding 
together knee-deep in water, you may safely put them down as 
stints. ,. 

IlL-Curlews, Whimbrels and) Godwits. 

Curle'ws, whimbrels and goclwits are large \vadillg birds, so large 
that in England, ,vhere game is scarce and mostly accessible only to 
the wealthy, they ,are shot for sport. In India where wild fowl and 
game are' plentiful and accessible to all, we despise the humble curlew 
and godwit and do not often shoot them. 

The cl1r1ev,r (Nulnenills .arquata) is about the size of a pheasant, 
but its length lies in the bill and not in the tail. The bill, which has a 
slight downward curve, is about 6 inches long, and is used as a forceps 

for t,he extraction of crahs or shell-fish fro111 their burrows i11 soft 

sand. 
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Pro111 a dis tance the curlew appears to be a drab-coloured bird, 
and assimilates closely to the hue of the wet sand on which it seeks its 
food. Close inspection, however, shows that the brown feathers of 
the upper plumage have darker centres, giving the plumage a mottled 
appearance. There is some white just above the tail. The whole of 
the lower plumage except the foreneck is white. 

The curlew is a winter visitor to India and is fairly common on 
0111' sea coasts and on the margins of the bigger rivers. Usually it occurs 
in singles or couples: occasionally a small flock is seen. It is a wary 
bird and, as it lives on open flats, it is difficult to approach. On the 
wing it utters a peculiar plaintive cry. 

The whimbrel (Nu1ncnius pha:opus) is just a small edition of the 
curlevv. The cur!e-vv is 23 inches long with a bill of 6, while the 
whim breI is 17 with a bill of 3. The bill is less curved. Its colouring 

H)~AJ) J\ND 1"001' 01<' BAR-',l-'AILUD GODWI'l'. 

_mLits are like those of the curlew. It is a winter visitor to India, 
" comes in smaller numbers than the curlew. Both the curlew 

tld the w·himbrel are edible: but neither are good table birds. 'The 
flavour of the whim breI is the superior. La;-ge numbers of hath 
kinds of birds are netted and sold in the markets of large Indian 
towns. 

Gochvits are snipe-like birds with long straight bills and long legs. 
They are much larger birds than the full snipe, t,he black-billed godwit 
(Limosa beZgica) being about twice the size and the bar-tailed species 
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(L. laPPo1lica) about haH as big again. The bigger species, of .which 
the bill is about 4 inches long, often passes for a woodcock 111 the 
Calcutta bazar I The large size, the white bar in the wing, the white 
base of the tail and the fact that the godwits feed in the open on the 
edges of tanks, swamps and rivers render it easy to distinguish between 
snipe and godwits. The latter often go about in flocks composed of 
any Dumber of birds up to four or five score. 

Both the godwits that visit India in winter don a summer plumage, 
which is ruddy in comparison with the winter coat. 

IV.-Cranes and Flamingoes. 

Three kinds of crane are entitled to a place among the common 
birds of India. These are the sarus (Grlls alltIgone), the COllllllon crane 
(G. connnlmis), and the demoiselle crane (A nth 1'0 poides virgo). 

The sarus enjoys the distinction of being the largest bird in India. 
Its legs are more than a yard long, and, when it draws itself up to its 
full height like the heroine in a trashy novel, it is much taller than a 
man. The sexes are alike as to their plumage, which is of a delicate 
blue grey, pale in the tail and almost white 011 the lower neck. The 
upper head and neck are devoid of feathers. There is a broad red band 
running round the neck and the lower part of the head. This band 
becomes very brilliant at the breeding season, when it looks like a 
collar of crimson velvet. T·he legs are pink and the eye is reel. The 
san.1S is a common bird in Northern India and Burma. The Burmese 
birds are of clarker hue than the Indian ones and the neck fe<'lthers arc 
grey. This has given t·he systematic qrnithologist an opportunity to 
make a new species out of the Burmese bird, which he calls Grns 
sharpii. 

Saruses very rarely occur in flocks. I have never seen a flock, but 
I wi11not assert that flocks never oc,cur, because such is the nature of 
birds that whenever I make a sweeping statell1cnt about one, that bird 
proceeds to put me in the wrong! All the sarnses I have seen have 
been in pairs, with sometimes a young one. Indians firmly believe that 
a pair are so devoted to one another that if one he killed its companion 
mopes until it dies; in order to prevent this catastrophe, those who cat 
cranes always make a point of killing the pair. Sartlscs feed 011 vege
table matter, reptiles, insects, molluscs, frogs, and possibly, fish. 

They are equally at home on bone-dry places and 011 damp low
lying ground. Their loud, harsh, trumpet-like cal1 must be familiar to 
all who have lived ill the mot'l1ssil.of Northern India. The sounds they 
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make are of the kind to which distance leads enchantment. The sarus 
breeds in the rains. It has a small hind toe, apparently useless for 
grasping a perch, and in consequence it never perches on trees, and has, 
therefore, to build its nest on the ground. The nest is a considerable 
collection of grass, rushes and other kinds of vegetation; it is usually 
.placed on a little knoll in a flooded field, or one of the circular 
mounds left in deep burrow-pits to assist in the measurement 
of the earthwork. Saruses seem very partial to burrow-pits near 
the permanent-way, and in the course of a journey hy train 
during the monsoon you are likely to see severaL of their nests. The 
nest is usually about three feet in diameter. This fact alone wouJd 

SARUS (GRuS AN'nGON~) AND YOUNG. 

suffice to dispose of the belief, \vhich once prevailed, that long-legged 
birds like cranes and flamingoes, sit astride their nests, as a man or a 
modern young woman does a horse, and in this attitude incubate the 
eggs. TV'lo large vvhite eggs are laid, but more often than not only one 
hatches out. There is an entlf in my natural history diary for Septem
ber 30th, 1912, which gives a detailed account of a visit paid by me to 
a sarus's nest at Philibhit. This was ,vritten immediately after the 
visit, and so has the merit of being strktly a.ccurate: "My shihayi, 
,vho111 I had sent out to ill1d sarus's nests, brought me news of one about 
four miles off. I set out after cutchery was over and reached the spot 
about· 5 p.m. The nest was placed in a small piece of water perhaps 
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forty feet square, with a millet field on one side, the railway on another, 
a road on the third, and rice fields 011 the fourth. The nest was only 
a few inches above the surface of the water; thirteen inches of rain fell 
the previous week, So there was plenty of water about. When we 
arrived the hen was sitting on the nest and the cock strutting about a 
little distance away. As I approached (011 horseback), the hen rose 
slowly and stood on the nest, and then I could see that there was a 
young one. This was about the size of a bazar fowl. As I got 
nearet', the mother started apparently scraping at the nest with her 
feet and the nestling took quietly to the water and swam slowly to some 
paddy. Meanwhile the hen bird descended from the nest in a leisurely 
manner and quietly walked off. Although the cock came slowly to
wards me I did not anticipate any trouble. The birds seemed to be 
taking my visit very calmly. When I reachecl the nest I found that it 
was composed chiefly of rushes with some stout pieces of stick. It 
contained one egg. I told the shUeari, who ·vms wading', to catch the 
young bird which he did without difi-iculty; it did not seem to object in 
the least to being handled. The parent birds were also standing look
ing on calmly at a distance of twenty or twenty-five feet. The young
ster was in down plumage. The upper parts were a rich ruddy fawn 
colour, darkest along the spine and the lines of the wing bones, where 
the ·colour was almost deep enough to he called chestnut. From these 
dark parts it gradually faded until it merged into the yellow cream of 
the lower parts. The eyes were large and black, the bill was pink at 
the base, becoming paler towards the tip which was almost white. 
The legs cHi.d feet were pale pink, the latter being- slightly webbed. The 
legs were long in comparison with the size of the body, and we1"e so 
weak that they conld barely support the owner. I then examined the 
egg. It was cracked and a young one was about to emerge, and I 
thought I heard it " cheeping," hut could not be quite sure as my horse 
was a bit restive,-he was standing in 2~· feet of water and kept swish
ing his tail and splashing the ,vater with it. Suddenl y the cock sarns 
decided to attack us. He bent his neck, half opened ,his bill, expanded 
his wings, and slowly advanced in a rather roundabout way. vVhen he 
was within about six feet of me I mack a pretence of striking him 
with my Hy whisk-he was of course out of range. This had no effect, 
and he continued to advance slowly. Whereupon one of the men with· 
me threw some rice stalks at him. That made him hop and he 
retreated a pace or two, only to return to the attack with renewed 
vigour. Then one of the men rushed at him.. and he retreated 
a few paces, hastily but with dignity. Next he began to make 
circles rounel us, wit,h neck anel shoulders bent, like the villain in a 
melodrama. When he got within four :feet of the shilwr-i and made 
as if to spring at him, the shilw-ri struck at him with a short stick 
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Mr. Sarus dodged the blow and went back a pace or two. This comedy 
lasted about ten minutes. The hen kept all the while at a distance of 
some thirty yards-an interested spectator. Only once did t,he cock 
utter his trumpet-like call. When we had seen all we wanted and r 
had satisfied myself that the young bird is not protectively coloured, 
we replaced him in the nest together with the egg, and then departed 
to a distance of fifteen yards to see how the parents would behave, the 
shikari calling out to them apne bache lw jao I They approached the 
nest slowly, the cock leading. He was easily distinguishable by his 
larger siz·e. When he had arrived within about ten yards of the nest 
he slowly drew himself up to his full height and stood thus motionless 
for a few seconds, then he pointed hi3 bill to the sky, next the long neck 
bent itself into a regular S. While the neck was thus bent he dipped 
his bill into the water, and then became erect and repeated the perform
ance. After this he danced a little dance. Then again he stood motion
less. Meanwhile the hen returned to the nest, got up 011 to it and 
began probing about in it with her bill, apparently to ascertain whether 
any damage ha:d been done." 

The com111on crane, "vhich is often called the lwllan, is a winter 
visitor to Nort,hern India. Although a large bird it is considerably 
smaller than the sants. The plull~age is ashy grey; the head is devoid 
of feathers and has a bright red band across the top. The legs and feet 
are dark brown. . 

Cranes, like storks, fly with their long necks extended and so can 
be distinguished, at a glance, from the herons and paddy-birds which 
fly with the head sU11k into the shoulders, which causes the neck to 
project like that of a pouter pigeon. 

A c,haracteristic of this and some other species of crane is that the 
webs of some of the wing feathers are free, like those of ostrich feathers. 
These wing feathers are so long that they project beyond the tail, which 
is short, and give the bird the appearance of having a bushy tail. 
C0111111011 cra~1(~s go about in flocks. They feed in the morning and 
eveuing, chiefly on grain, and do considerable damage' to the crops. 
Having ,had their morning meal they betake themselves to the border 
of a river or tank, where they spend the day. Before sunset they return 
to their feeding grounds, and after supper roost on the ground in the 
locality at which they spent the day. 

A flight of them often assumes the shape of a very open V. When 
on the wing they utter their clarion call which is so loud as to be audible 
to a person on the ground when the birds appear as mere specks over
head. 

The demoiselle crane or l~a1'l?arra is the smallest of the family and 
is not 111uch more than half the size of the sarns. The head and 
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neck of this handsome bird are black, set off by red eyes, a grey cap, 
and white plumes which project fro111 behind the eye. The wings 
are grey and black, the elongated wing feathel's are stiffer and 
straig'hter than those of the common crane. Demoiselles usually occur 
in large flocks. The can is harsh, the name karkarra is undoubtedly 
onomatopoetic. Demoiselle cranes feed largely on the safflower seed. 
Their habits are much the same as those of the common crane. 

r mig-ht have dealt \vith flamingoes in Number I of this series, 
because their front toes are fully webbed and they are good swimmers. 
When they swim they carry the stern high, after the manner of geese, 
and the neck curved. As, however, flamingoes are essentially waders, 
I prefer to class them with cranes. In truth, :Aamingoes are aberrant 
birds, which have puzzled naturalists. Some consider them crane
like ducks and others duck-like cranes. J t!'rdoll and Stuart Baker class 
them "\vith geese and Indians call them king geese (Raj hans). I have 
not had many opportunities of watching flamingoes in the wild state, 
but wherever I have seen thcm, 1t has been in shallow water, where 
there was no need for them to swim, but the soft ooze on which thcy 
walked rendered the webbed feet very useful supports. 

Two species of flamingo ocwr in India, the common (Pha?n·£cojJ
tnts l'oseus) and the smaller (P. mil1or). 1i he former is the more 
abundant. It is nearly as tall as a mall, and measures over four feet 
fro111 the tip of the bill to the end of the tail, the boely is small and the 
neck and legs seem disproportionately long. The general hue of the 
bircl's body is white, washed with pink. The \~Tings are crimson and 
black. When a flock rises, the crimson-and-black wings open out and 
the flock looks as though a red light had suddenly been thrown upon 
it. The bill is pale pink, tipped "vith black. The legs are deep pink. 
During flight the neck anc11egs project stiffly, forming one continuous 
line broken by the crimson wings. 

The neck IS extraor'c1inarilyi supple. The bill is a remarkable 
structure. It is bent almost to a right-angle in the middle, so that when 
the basal portion is horizontal the tip points towards the ground. When 
the bird feeds, the top of the head almost touches the ground, the 
tip of the bill points towards the bircI's toes, and the upper mandible, 
which is Aattened and smaIIer than the lower one, rests on the ground. 
The lower mandible, which is uppermost when the bird is feeding, is 
arched like the upper mandible, in 1110st birds. The fooel, which 
consists of small crustaceans, molluscs, insects and vegetable matter, 
is scooped out of mud or slime. The mandibles are lamella ted like 
those of a duck and act as sieves through which the fleshy tongue 
forces out the slime taken into the mouth, the edible matter alone 
being retainea, 
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The nest of the flamingo is a mound raised above the water. The 
only place where they are known to breed in India is the RUl1n of 
Cutch. Dean Stanley gives a picture of a flamingo sitting astride all 

its nest. This, of cnurse, is not accurate; the bird incubates with its 
long legs folded u1lder the budy. Two naturalists claim to he the first 
to have discovered this fact, and so keenly did each urge his claim 
that a lenv suit ensued, to the great astonishment of the learned judge, 
who could not he made to see the immense importance of the position 
of the legs of a flamingo when incubating the eggs 1 The only parts of 
India in which tIle flamingo is com111on arc Sind, the backwaters of 
Madras, and parts of Guzerat, Rajlmtana, the Pl1l1jal) and the U. p, 
Bengalis, -however, haw a good opportunity of (1)serving these 
l)eautiful hirds when the sh11) which hears them 110111ewards is pass
ing through the Suez Canal. The lagoons on eithel- side of this are 
the resort of many flamingoes. 



THE PERCHING WADERS. 

1.-5 tOlrks. 

We have novv considered all the common wading birds which, 
having no hind toe, or only a poorly developed one, cannot perch in 
trees, excluding snipe and a few other birds which come under the cate
gory of the game birds, and \v,hich I, therefore, at the risk of incurring 
the wrath of the systematic ornithologist, decline to herd with the 
non-sporting birds. vVe must now give the perching waders an inn
ings. There are a good many of these numbered among the COlTImon 
birds of India. They fall into three classes-the storks, the ibisee, and 
the herons. All have a ,vell-deve10ped hind toe; this serves a bird in 
Jnuch the same ,yay as the thumb cloes a man. 

Now, the unfortunate birds that are not able to perch have to nest 
on the ground'-a very dangerous place. In order to give the 
youngsters a chance of surviving-and the chance is not a good one
they are endowed with the power of running about the mornent they 
leave the egg. Most birds that can perch know better than to' lay 
their eggs on the ground. To the young of suoh it is a positive dis
advantage to be able to rU11 about directly they leave the egg; were 
they able to do this, most of them would run out of the nest and fall 
to the gTOUlld. This is why birds that are born in lofty nests are not 
able to run about when they are hatched. They ren1ain safely in the 
nest until their wings are sufficiently developed to enable them to fly. 
With this preamble let me introduce the storks to you. 

The chief features of a stork arc its long legs, well-developed hind 
toe, long wings and short tail. The bill is stout and long: Mos:t 
storks have no voice; when they want to make a joyful noise t'hey 
have to snap the beak. There are eight kinds of storks in India, most 
of which are probahly entitled to be numbered among the common 
birds. The first of these is kno"m as the white stork (C£con·ia alba). 
He is a white bird with some bbc-k in the wing, having bright red bilI 
ancllegs. When describing storks the pronoun' he ' includes the ladies, 
for they are dressed just like the men. 

Stork, number two, is called the black stork (C. ni,qi'a). He is 
a black bird glossed with green, but the lower parts fro111 the middle 
of the breast downwards are white. The bill and legs are red. 

Number three is the 'white-necked stork (Dissllra episcopus). 
This is a black bird glossed \vith green, but the' neck, lower parts and 
tail are white. The bill is black and the legs red. 

4 
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Number four is the black-necked stork (Xcnorhynchus (tsiatic%s)~ 
This bird is white except for the bill, head, neck, shoulders, tail and the 
greater part of the wings which are black. The legs arc reel. 

Number five has rather an out-at-heels appearance. It is known 
as the openbill (Anastol11ollS oscitalls). J ereloll calleel this the shell
ibis. He might almost as well have calleclil the C~ranclfather's Clock! 
At all seasons of the year, excepting during the rains when it breeds, 
this bird looks like a white stork-sadly in need of a wash-which 
has damaged its bill through trying to crack nuts ·with it! In the 
breeding season the smoky grey of the plumage is replaced by white, 
but the gap between the upper and lovver mandibles remains, so that 
you may easily distinguish it frol)1 the white stork. Again, at all seasons 
the bill and legs, instead of being bright red like those o:f the white 
stork, are of a dull, gl:eenish hue, more or less tintcd with red. An
other feature which distinguishes it fro111 the \vhite stork is the fact 
that the face is devoid of feathers. 

The painted stork PsclIdofaJltalus lCHeaccp/wlllS) or pelican-ihis as 
J erc10n called it, is not so common as the five storks already mentioned. 
Its prevailing hue is white, but there is somc pink and a good deal of 
black in the wings; the tail is hlack. Then there is across the lower 
breast a broad black band glossed with green. The bill, which is 
slightly curved downwards, and the face, which is devoid of feathers, 
are orange yellow; the legs are pink 

Lastly, there are the clowns of the hird worlel, tbe two adjutants
the adjutant (Lcptoptillls duhius) and the lesser adjutant (L. ja'Z'anicw). 
These are bigger than the other storks, which are about a yard long, 
except the black-neck:ed stork, which is over four feet in length. The 
adjutant is five feet long and the lesser adjutant four-and-a-half. 
The bill of the larger species of acljl1tant is more than a foot 
in length, broad at the base and tapering: to a point, its colour 
is dirty green. The only feathers 011 the head and neck are 
a few hair-like ones which remind one of the. hairs all an elephant's 
head. The bare skin is blackish on the forehead, saffron-yellow on the 
upper neck and brick-red lower clown. At the base of the neck is a 
ruff of white feathers of tIle kind seen in belies' boas offered for sale 
in Bow Road. This ruff is of course (juite 01Jt of keeping with the 
bare neck, and intensifies the gTotesqucness of the bird. It fails to 
conceal the pouch which hangs from the throat. This ponch is over a 
foot in length and causes the bird to look as thougoh it were suffering' 
from goitre. A good account of this bird is contained in Cunningham's 
Some Indian Friends and Acquah1tanccs. Writes Cunningham: ii Even 
the splendid gamboge, orange and vermilion hues that paint the dis~ 
tended pouch as it hangs down in front of the chest, in place of redeem
ing:the hideous and almost indecent character of the appendage, only 
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TIU: PAIN'n:D STORK (PSEUDOTAN1'AI,US UUCOCF,PHALUS). k natural size. 
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serve to accentuate the horror by attracting attention to its presence." 
1t is not knOVVll of what use this panch is to the adjutant. The lesser 
species gets through life quite comfortably without it. The eye is 
white and very small and gives the bird a malignant look. The back 
and wings are dark-grey, becoming tinged with blue at the breeding 
season. Seen from behind, the adjutant looks like a short, hunch
backed, old man with very thin legs, who is wearing a dark-grey 
swallow-tailed coat. If the adjntant presents a comic appearance as it 
stands, what shall I say of it when it walks? A man who could success
fully mimic the adjutant's movements would be a dangerous rival to 
Charlie Chaplin as a cinema star! 

The adjutant was formerly a common bird in Calcutta, and was a 
great source of amusement to soldiers in the Fort. The adjutants used 
to leave the town in the winter and return at the beginning of the rains. 
The cause of the disappearance of the adjutants fro111 Calcutta is sani· 
tary improvement which has greatly diminished the supply of offal to 
be found in the streets of the City of Palaces. 

The lesser adjutant has the upper plumage, wings and tail black, 
glossed with green; this, together ·with the absence of the gular pouch, 
renders it easy to distinguish fro111 the larger species. It does not feed 
on carrion as the larger bird cloes, but, like other storks, on fish, reptiles, 
frogs, crabs and molluscs. Adjl1tants constmct huge nests in trees
platforms nearly six feet in length. 

H.-Ibises. 
We now come to the ibises. An ibis is a bird fro111 two to two

and-a-half feet in length, having a long bill with a downward curve 
like that of a curlew. Three species are numbered among the common 
birds of India: the white ibis (Ibis melanocephala), the hlack ibis 
(1 nocutus pap£llos1£s) , and the glossy ibis Plegadis falcincllll.\<).J The 
white ibis is easy to identify. It is the size of a good, large English 
fowl. Its plumage is white. There are no feathers on the head and 
neck, of which the skin is black; the legs are black. The black ibis, 
which is sometimes called the king ibis or the king' curlew, is also bald 
as to the head, which is black with a crop of red pimples on the top and 
back thereof. The legs are red, as are the eyes. 'fhe plumage looks 
black from a distance, but closer inspection shows the shoulders to 
be dark brown and the vlings and tail glossy, dark purple-green. 
T,here is a white patch on each shottlder. This bird is about the 
same size as the white ibis. The glossy ihis ,has brown legs and 
eyes. The head and neck, which are feathered, except the part 
of the head round and in front of the eyes, are hlacT<:: streaked with 
white. The back, breast and abdomen are of a chestnut hue; the wings 
and tail are dark brown glossed with green or blue. This ibis is a 
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little smaller than the others, being about two feet in length, of which 
the bilI accounts for nearly six inches. This bird is not so common as 
the other two. In most parts of India it is a winter visitor only. This 
species and the white ibis frequent tanks, marshes, padely fields, the 
borders of rivers and the sea shore. They generally occm in small 
flocks. The black ibis, on the other hand, is usually found on dry land 
in pairs, sometimes in small parties. Ibises breed in the rains, build· 
ing nests of sticks on tl"ces. 

The spoonbill (Platalea lellcordia) is a large ibis-nearly a yarcllong 
-of which the beak has been flattened, so that it has considerable 
breadth bnt no depth. At the tip it is much broader than at the base. 
Indeed it is, as the popular name implies, like a flat Sp0011 of which the 
handle is inserted h~ Ole hirei's head. The plumage is white, the long 
legs and the bill, which is eight inches in length, are black. There is a 
bare patch of yellow skin on the throat and the front of the head. 
Spoonbills are said to he good eating. They go about in small flocks 
and spend most of their time on the edges of large rivers and in marshes 
and tanks. The habits of the spoonbill are similar to those of the 
ibises. 

IlL-Herons. 

Vv"e have now to consider the herons. As Finn rcmarks: "Few 
birds are more recognizable at sight than a heron, although it may be 
as small as a myna or as big as a stork" All thc long-legged birds 
hitherto described-the cranes, storks and Ha11lingoes, etc., except the 
adjutants-fly with the neck and legs stretched out stiffly, so that when 
in the air each looks like a pole on I"ings. The herolls likewise Hy 
viith the long legs projecting stiffly beyond the tail, but they carry the 
head buried in the shoulders, so that the neck projects like the throat of 
a fantail pigeot1. Thus, ,vhen you sec a long-legged bird flying with 
the head buried in the shoulders you may at once set it clown as a heron 
or an adjutant. The latter can be easily distinguished by its large size 
and massive beak. The hill of the heron, although long, is slender and 
stiletto-like. A feature of the middle clavI' of the heron is that it is 
furnisbed with a comb by means of which the bird performs its toilet. 

The C0111mon heron (Ardea cillerea) , "\;vbich Jerdon called the blue 
heron and which, in my opinion, might more appropriately be named 
the grey heron, is the species found in England. Before the Fens 
were drained this bird used to be abundant and was the favourite quarry 
of the falconer. It is over three feet 1n length. The general hue of its 
plumage is French grey. The head, neck and lower parts are mainly 
white. There are black streaks on the side of the face and in front of 
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NIGHT HeRON (NYcl'rcoI{AX GR1S~US.) 
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the neck. The large wing feathers have black edges; there is a long, 
rather scanty, pendant crest which is black. The bill is dirty yellow, 
the eyes are bright yellow, and the long legs greenish yellow. 

The eastern purple heron (/:1 rdcCt manillensis) is about the same 
size as the common heron. It requires an ornithological imagination, 
which is only a little less vivid than that of an astronomer, to call this 
bird purple. There is no purple in the plumage. This species is readily 
distinguished fro111 the common heron by its dark, slaty-grey body 
plumage. ~rhe neck is the colom of rust, except there is a broad 
longitudinal stripe of black running along the back thereof and <I 

narrow one 011 each side. There is some chestnut in the wings, 
The pond heron (/:1 rdeola gnLJiii) , more commonly known as the 

paddy bird, is one of the lesser members of the heron tribe, being abo11t 

ADJU'l.'AN'r S1'ORK::: (LlwroP'l'ILUS DUDIUS), in centre. 
EA;;'l'ERN PURPU': HERON (ARDEA MANn,r,UNSIS), on right. 
BLU]t HERONS (ARDI~A CJNEREA), flying. 
POND HERON (ARDEOLA GRAVU), standing left. 
W.H1'l'Jt IBIS (IBIS MELANOCF,PIIflLA), below Adjutant. 

the size of a house-crow. It is the ubiquitotls bird found 011 every piece 
of water in India, from the smallest village panel to the biggest jhil and 
river, and it sits all brown and flies all white. The prevailing hue of 
the head, neck, back and shoulders is that of mud; the feathers of the 
head and neck are streaked with buff. The wing feathers are white 
but these are completely hidden by the l11ud.:.coloured wing coverts 
when the bird is not actually flying. 

The three herons described above feed by clay. Their habit is to 
stand in shallow water, perfectly motionless with the head drawn in to 
the shoulders and the fierce-looking yellow eye fixed on the wate1". 
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Presently a frog or some other aquatic creature comes along, then the 
telescopic neck shoots out and the quarry is seized and swC\llowed at a 
gulp. This is how the solitary herons feed. 

Before describing the egrets or sociable herons, two more solitary 
herons must be noticed. These differ from those mentioned above, in 
that they are nocturnal or crepuscular in their habits. They lie up in 
trees or among rushes all clay long; when the shades of night begin to 
steal over the land, they come forth and proceed to fish. The first of 
these is the night heron (N ycticorax grisclLs). When sitting 011 the 
chabutra after sunset most people have probably heard overhead a 
harsh 1.vaale. This is the call the night heron utters when on the wing. 
On looking up to discover whence the sound comes you see, perhaps one 
bird, perhaps a string of birds each about bvo feet in length, and which 
in the gloaming may be mistaken for flying faxes. These are night 
herons on the way from the tree in which they have spent the day to 
their feeding waters. The only piece of bright colour about the night 
heron is the red eye. The head, back and shoulders are black, glossed 
with green. As in the common heron there is a thin black recumbent 
crest. The rest of the upper plumage is ashy grey, while the forehead, 
cheeks and lower parts are white. Fro111 the nape grow two or three 
narrow white feathers of great length. 

The little green heron (Butorides jazranica) is about the size of the 
paddy bird. During the greater part of the day it hides in trees or 
rushes but is less nocturnal than the night heron, and often comes forth 
to fish just before sunset, and then you are able to make out by the help 
of field-glasses what a prctty little hcron this is. The forehead, cr01,vn, 
down to the eyes, and a long pendant crest are black, glossed with c1ark
green., There is a short black line rtmning back from the gape below 
the eye. The chin and throat are white, as is a streak on the ashy 
cheeks. The abdomen is chocolate brown, and the rest of the lower 
parts dull red. The wings and the rest of the plumage are various 
shades of green, streaked with grey and buff. 

So much for the' herons, great and small, that seek their quarry in 
isolation. Let us now consider the egrets which hunt in company. 
There are several species of egret found in India. These vary in size 
from that of the common heron to that of the paddy bird. They are all 
clad in snow-white plumage, and develop at the breeding season dorsal 
plumes which are highly prized as ornaments and form the aigrettes 
which are worn in hats and which for sonle unknown reason are 
called" ospreys" by merchants who deal in birds' plumage. Four 
species of egret are numbered among the common birds of India; these 
are the large egret (H erodias alba) J the smaller egret (H. intcnnedia) , 
the little egret (H. gar::;etta) and' the cattle eg'ret (B llbulcus 
cor01tf~and1;ls) . 
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These have been set forth in order of their size. They are all 
pure white birds, in consequence it is not an easy matter to distinguish 
one from the other. In the cattle egret the bill is yellow at all seasons. 
In the little egret it is black at all seasons. In the two bigger species 
the bill is black in the breeding season, that is to say in the rains, and 
yellow at other times. 

In the herons there is little, if any, difference between t·he plumage 
of the male and female. In the breeding season in some species both 
sexes assume special plumes. Thus, in the case of the paddy bird the 
back. and shoulders become maroon coloured anel two or three long 
white hair-like feathers grovv fro111 the back of the head. These are shed 
after the breeding season. In case of the large egret a train of long 
ornamental feathers springs from the upper hack; the feathers which 
constitute this are termed, in scientific parlance, decomposed, that is to 
say that there is a space between each barb, so that each feather forms 
a spray. These plumes extend four or five inches beyond the tail. The 
smaller egret develops a similar train, also some decomposed feathers on 
the breast. In the little egret a similar train is developed but no breast 
plumes. . These breeding ornaments are all white. 

In the case of the cattle egret the dorsal plumes \vhic-h develop in 
the breeding season are not SO long, and are orange buff; these form 
the "buff ospreys" of commerce. These plumes are very valuable 
and fetch as much as £1 an ounce. I shall refer again to them after 
describing briefly the habits of the egrets. Egrets feed largely on fish, 
molluscs and other aquatic organisms; they go about in flocks ",rhich 
may contain only a fe,·v individuals or be composed of several hundred. 
Sometimes a flock consists of more than one species. These birds haunt 
marshes, paddy fields and all other places where there is shallow water. 
Cattle egrets often frequent swamps, hut more frequently they hunt 
for food in small companies all comparatively dry land. They are 
called cattle egrets because they usually accompany grazing cattle. 
These, as they wander about, put up grasshoppers and other insects that 
live in the grass, which are eagerly seized by the cattle egrets strutting 
alongside their great mess-mates. Thus the cattle act as beaters for 
the egrets. Everyone who has lived for any length o:f time in India 
must have seen snow-white cattle egrets accompanying grazing cattle. 

Now, herons, whether they feecl in solitude or in company, usually 
roost in company and invariahly hreed in large colonies, which are spoken 
of as heronries. During the rains they make stick nests on low trees, 
usually those which grow by the side, or out of ,'vater. An idea of 
the size of some of these colonies of breeding herons may be gathered 
fro111 the follo·wing facts. At Etawah, Hume once counted 198 nests of 
paddy birds, cattle and lesser egrets in some tamarind trees in a 
Muhammadan graveyard. On one nearly horizontal branch he counteo. 
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in a length of 21 feet, 18 nests. There is a tank near Ghinglepl1t in the 
Madras Presidency, in which grow, or used to grow, :five or· six 
hundred trees of Barringtonia racemosa, which become partially sub
merged during the 111onsoon. This place £o1'ms the breeding resort of 
an immense number of herons, open-bills, ibises, cormorants, darters, 
paddy birds and egrets. Each tree is said to appear like a moving mass 
of black, white and grey, the white plu111ge of the egrets and ibises 
contrasting with the black of the cormorants and darters and the grey 
of the paddy birds. Each of the five 'hundred odd trees contains from 
ten to twenty nests. 

Now, since the bl'eec1ing plumes of egrets are so valuable, there used 
to be a great trade in these, and millions of such plumes were exported 
annually from India. Many of the plume hunters used to trap the birds 
and pull out their plumes (a simple operation and one apparently 
involving little pain to the birds and which could be made quite pain
less were scissors 11sed to snip them off), and then restore to liberty 
dcplul11ccl birds, none the worse for their experience; hut other hunters 
ruthlessly killed the breeding birds. The result of this was that the 
Government of India totally prohibited the export of plumage fro111 
India. This drastic measure is, ill my opinion, unnecessary. The birds 
of India are a most valuable asset and, under proper restrictions, a 
large revenue might be deriV'ed by the export of plumage without 
entailing any cruelty and withot1t diminishing the avifauna of the 
country; indeed the population of useful birds could be largely increased 
under proper management. 

In Sind egrets are actual1y farmed and the nuptial plumes collected 
as they grow. In the natural state these plumes grGW only once a year; 
but it appears to he a weIl-establish<:c1 fact that the egrets that arc 
farmed grow these plumes four times in the course of the year. Let 
us hope that the clay is at hand 011 which the financiers employed by the 
Government of India, having retrenched to the utmost limit, will adopt 
a policy of expanding the revenue hy drawing upon hitherto untouched 
resources of the country. 



NON. PASSERINE LAND BIRDS. 

I.-Woodpeckers. 

We have considered the sportsman's birds and the wading birds; 
we have now to deal with the non-passerine lanel birds. These form a 
most interesting collection. 

I lllUSt confess that, "vhen dealing '''lith woodpeckers, my feelings 
are akin to those of the old woman who lived in a shoe. 

More than fifty species are found in India. If I select a few to 
describe and ignore the rest, one of the latter \vill certainly show itself 
to some reader; then the reader in question will feel himself aggrieved, 
because I have not described this particular bird. 

As I am not in a position to whip all woodpeckers sonndly, much 
less to send them to beel, I am compelled to find another solution to the 
difficulty. I think that the best will be for me to discourse generally 
011 the habits of woodpeckers, because they are highly-specialised birds, 
and, in consequence, of uniform habits, and then to take each of the 
common woodpeckers and describe it, and, along with it, some of its 
less widely-distributed relatives. Thus shan I gather most of t,hem 
into my t shoe.' 

Woodpeckers are birds that rarely descend to the ground and 
seldom sit crosswise all a branch. They spend their time on the trunks 
and larger branches of trees, seeking the insects all which they feed. 
They have power:fullegs and toes to enable them to grip the bark suffi-
ciently firmly to support then1selves on a vertical tree trunk. In this 
they derive much assistance from the stiff feathers of the tail. It is 
scarcely exaggeration to say that the tail of a woodpecker plays the 
part of a third leg. A woodpecker feecli,ng on a trunk invariably has 
the head pointing upwards. The usual method is to fly to the lower part 
of a tree trunk and work upwards by a series of jerks like those made 
by some mechanical toys, the bird picking up insects as it ascends 
W·hen it gets near the top of the tree it flies, in a series of undulations, 
to the lower part of another tree, wbere the performance is repeated. 
I do not mean to say that a woodpecker on a tree trunk always moves 
upwards: it sometimes descends a short distance, but, when this 
happens, it goes backwards with head pointing to the sky. A yvood
peeker working its way up a tree usually does so in an irregular spiral: 
it is able, with apparently equal ease, to jerk itself forwards, sideways 
and backwards. 

The tongue of a woodpecker is a curious structure. It:is long and 
rOltnded like a worm. It can be protruded a long ,;<,ray: when not 
protntdec1 it is coiled up at the base. It is covered with very sticky 
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saliva, so that every insect with which it comes into contact adheres 
to it: it is nothing but a living fly-paper. 'As the woodpecker quarters 
a trunk, it seizes with its fly-paper-tongue every insect it sees and 
then withdra ,vs its tongue and s,~Tallows the victim. It often taps the 
bark with its powerful chisel-like bill in order to dislodge those insects 
that are lurking in the crevices which its tongne cannot reach. 

With the bill the woodpecker hews out a nest-cham her in a tree
trunk, or, rather, a neat circular tnnEcl leading to a ho11o\'IT part of the 
tree. It is interesting to watch a woodpecker when engaged in exca
vation. The bird holds firmly on to the hark with its claws and uses the 
tail as a support; it throws hack its head and then jerks it violently 
forward, so that the sharp tip of the bill chips away a small piece of the 
trnnk and the operation is repeated rapidly. In a short time an appre
ciable amount of the wood is chipped cllvay. The noise of each stroke 
of the bill may be heard a long yvay oft. In order to flt it for this navvy's 
·work the woodpecker is provided with very pOlverful muscles at 
the back: of the head and the neck. At the incipient stages of nest con
struction the chips of wooel cut by the bill fall naturally to the ground, 
but, as the tunnel grows in length, the bird has to throyv out \vith its 
bill, over the shoulder, the pieces it has cut a\vay. Everyone 111ust have 
noticed how beautifully smooth and ronnded the tunnel made by the 
woodpecker is: it entirely puts to shame the average Indian carpenter! 
The diameter of the tunnel naturally varies with the size of the 
woodpecker that makes it; it is just large enough to enable the bird to 
enter and leave the nest without rumpling its feathers. 

The 1110st familiar woodpecker of all parts of the plains of India, 
west of Assam, is the beautiful golden-backed species (Brach)!pter11HS 
aUralltills). This is nearly a foot in length. The most conspicuous 
features in its plumage are the crimson crest and the golden back. The 
lower back and tail are black. The wings are black and golden yellow. 
The breast is white with black spots. The sides of the head are white, 
with a network of black lines. 

Although tbe golden-hacked woodpecker occurs in Ceylon, another 
very similar 'woodpecker is fonnel there alongside it. 'rhis is known as 
the reel-backed woodpecker (B. erythroJlot1ts). It is peculiar to Ceylon, 
and is distinguished by the bright crimson back. 

The common golden-backed ,;voodpecker does not ascend the hills 
higher than about 3,000 feet; there is, however, a larger and 
finer golden-backed woodpecker that lives in the Himalayas, the 
Nilgiris, and Burma known as Tickell's golden-backed woodpecker 
(Chr3!SOcolaptis [luttic1'istattls). This has two near relatives: the 
black-backed woodpecker (c. iesti7.ms) found in the Terai and other 
parts of India, and Layard's \\'ooc1pecker (C. stricldandi). The latter 
has a dull crimson back. It is confined to Ceylon, where it is a rare bird. 
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Male left, Female right. 
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There are two other golden-backed woodpeckers, whic.h, unless 
held in the hand, are likely to be mistaken for the common species. 
These have only three toes, two in front and one behind, while the 
majority of woodpeckers possess four-two front and two hind toes. 
The fact that they are minus a toe does not appear in any way to handi
cap these birds in the struggle for existence; this should cause those who 
believe that every small variation in an animal means the difference 
between destruction and preservation furiously to think. The three-toed 
golden-hacked woodpeckers referred to above are the common goldell-

. backed three-toed woodpecker (Tiga jM.lanensis) J found in Burma and 
South India, and the Himalayan golclen~backed three-toed woodpecker 
(T. sllOrei) , which occurs in the Himalayas and Burma. 

After the golden-backed yvooc1pecker, the commonest species of 
this family in India is the yellow-fronted pied woodpecker (L1:0picus 
111ahrattensis). The very long English names for the various Indian 
woodpeckers are, of course, cIne to the abundance of species. If the 
English name is to he properly descriptive it must be long enough to 
please an arch-snob. The yellow-fronted pied woodpecker is about the 
size of a myna. As the name implies, the plumag'e is black-and-white 
and the forehead yelloyv. The wings arc black with white spots, and 
the tail is white vdth black banel's and spots. The cock has the fore
head yellow and a reel crest. The head of the hen is dull yellow. There 
is a patch of reel on the abdomen, but the habits of the bird arc snch that 
this patch is rarely seen. This woodpecker is spread all over the plains 
of India from Rawalpindi to a few miles west of Calcutta. It is also 
found in the northern parts of Ceylon. In Sind ancI the North-West 
Frontier Province, it is replaced by the Sind pied woodpecker (Dendro
copus sind£mllls). This looks very like the yeIIow-frollted pied wood
pecker, but the black 011 its \'lings takes the form of regular crossbars 
rather Hlall irregular spots. This is the common pied woodpecker of 
Peshawar. When I was there one May, I noticed a pair feeding young 
in a hole in the lower part of the trunk of a tree near the gate of a 
bllngalovv in one of the busiest thoroughfares. The nest was so 
situated that any passer-by could, \vithout effort, place a finger in the 
nest cavity. 

The fulvons-ln'easted pied woodpecker (D. l1WCi1:) replaces the 
yellow-fronted species in Eastern Bengal. It is common . around 
Calcutta and occms along the base of the Himalayas. The back is 
black-and-white; the head is reel in the cock and black in the hen. 

Two pied woodpeckers are common at the hill stations of the 
Western Himalayas. These are the Western Himalayan (D. h£mala
",.If?11 sis ) and the brown-fronted (D. alwiceps). In the fanner the back 
is entirely black, in the latter it is barred with white. The Western 
Himalayan species is common in Kashmir. 
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In the Eastern Hlmabvas tbere are also two pied 'ivoodpeckers
the Darjeeling (D. darjeclc',;sis) and the lesser pied woodpecker (D. 
cathphm··ius.) Both these have black backs, but the latter is the smaller 
being seven inches long, as opposed to nine-and-a-half inches. 

The pied woodpecker of Upper Burma is the spotted-breasted 
species (D. pectoralis), that of the Andamans is the Anclaman pied wood
pecker (D. andamanensis). These two species, like the yellow-fronted 
pied woodpecker, have the middle tail feathers black-and-white: in all 
the othet l)iecl woodpeckers they are entirely black. 

Let me now pass on to the pigmy woodpeckers. These arc simply 
miniatures of the pied woodpeckers. They arc smaller than sparrows, 
they vary in length fro111 4.8 to 5 .. 5 inches, while the sparrow can boast 
of a leng·th of six inches. 

They are all black (or hrown) and ,,,hite hirds; the upper parts 
being black, or hroViTl1, with \vhite crossbars, and the l()\ver l)arts grey, 
whh longitudinal hrovvll or black streaks. 

The Indian pig'my woodpeckers fall into five species or races: The 
Indian pigmy woodpecker (Iyngipiws lzard'wideN) fOl1nd all over the 
plains of India: the Ceylon pigmy woodpecker (I. gymnophtlwlJ1lHsy 
fonnel in South India and Ceylon; the Burmese pigmy woodpecker 
(1. call1~cap-ill1fs) which lives in Burma and Assam: the Darjeeling- pigmy 
woodpecker (1. sendeD rOllahls) found in the Eastern Himalayas;. and 
the Hima1ayan pig-my woodpecker (I. PY9111aelfs) , which ranges from 
Katmandu to Mussoorie. These hirds often perch on hranches and 
sometimes cllng to boughs after tIle manner of tits. 

"\Thile on the subject of pigmies, let me mention the midget known 
as the speckled pic111et (PicHml',i lls i1'l110minatlls). 'l'his is hut four inches . . 
long. nevertheless it has the ha hits of a woodpecker, even to boring a 
nest-hole in a tree, It often feeds on the ground. Its pl1.1mage is 
orange ye110·w. harred with hrown. It oecms in the Himalayas. \vest 
of Mt11'ree. ill Assam and, rarely. in the hills of South India. 

The gTcen Ivoodpeckers next demand our attention. These are 
related to the green woodpeckers of Eng·land. TIley often pick their 
fooel off fallen trunks and off the ground. They have the back olive 
green, and the \:<,Ting's anel tail hlack. \v1t11 white and yello\7\T l)ars and 
spots. The head is red in the cock and black in the hen. 

The Fal'[.'IW of BrItish India describes nine Indian species, hut onty 
six are entitled to a place among the common birds of India. Let us 
glance at these. The. West Himalayan scaly-bellied g-reen woodpecker 
(Gednus sql1a1Haf1ls) is the commonest woodpecker at Munce, Mus
soorie and other stations in the \A,r estern IHma'layas. The feathers 
of the lower parts are greenish white, btit each has a black band near 
the margin. which g'ives the under-parts a scaly appearance. This bird 
is 14 inches long. The little scaly-bellied green woodpecker (G. strio-
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latHS) is 11 i inches long. It occurs in the Western Himalayas and in 
the forest country of the plains of India, in Burma and on the Western 
Ghats. A commoner bird in Burma is the Burmese scaly-bellied green 
woodpecker (G. 'l)ir£daH'lls). This is 13 inches long and the rump is 
yellowish green, 'whereas in the species previously mentioned it is 
yellow. 

Another C01111110n Himalayan \voodpecker is the black-naped green 
woodpecker (G. occipitalis). This is 12! inches in length: it may be 
distinguished by the bhck nape and the plain grey lower plumage. 

There are two green woodpeckers which display a bright yellow 
tuft of feathers growing fro111 the hack of the head. These are the 
small Himalayan yellow-naped woodpecker (G. choyolophus) found in 
the Himalayas, Assam and Burma, and the South Indian yellow-naped 
woodpecker (C. clzlo1'Ogaste1') whic11 inhabits the hills of South India. 

It is, perhaps, fitting that I should mention the giants among wood
peckers, although probably 110t one of them should be described as a 
common bird. There is the great slaty woodpecker (Hcmilophus 
puh,erulentlls) whkh is 20 inches lo'ng. Its plumage is dark grey 
with yellow on the throat. The cock has a crimson patch behind each 
eye. This bird inhabits the forests of the Himalayan Terai, Assam and 
Burma. The so-called black woodpeckers, which are four in number, 
vary in size £ro11119 to 15 inches. They are (1) the Malabar great black 
woodpecker (Thripo11a.r hodgsOl1i) fonnel in South India-a pied bird 
with the head and nape crimson. (2) the Burmese great black wood· 
peeker (T. feddcnt:). This is smaller than the Mala bar species, with 
more white in the plumage. (3) The Malay black woodpecker (T. 
lavensis) found in Tenasserim. This has a white rump, that of the 
others being black. (4) The Andamanese black woodpecker (T. 
hodgii). Except for some red all the head, the whole of the plumage 
of this bird is black. 

Having disposed of the giants I will, in conclusion, notice the freaks 
among Indian woodpeckers. These unfortunately are not very com
mon although of fairly wide range. 

The red or l'ufotls woodpeckers are in size between that of the 
common golden-backed and that of the brown-fronted pied wood
pecker. They feed largely on tree ants. This perhaps accotlnts for 
the unpleasant smell which they emit. Their plumage is usually 
smeared with a sticky fluid found in ants' nests, and bodies of ants 
sometimes adhere to the tail feathers. They lay their eggs in holes 
made In ants' nests in trees. Tlhe plumag'e is pale chestnut, barred 
with black. The male has a crimson patch below the eye. 
There are two races in India: the northern rufuous woodpecker 
(Micropternus phaeoceps) and the Malabar rufous woodpecker (M. 
gulayis). The latter is a smaller race found on the Malabar Coast and 
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in Cey10n. The northern form ranges from Dehra Dun to Moulmein. 
The other curiosity is about the size of a sparrow: it is known as the 
heart-spotted woodpecker (H emicerc~ts canentc). It is a black-and-buff 
bird. Some of the wing feathers are buff, each with a heart-shaped 
black spot near the end, whence the name of the bird. There is in the 
middle of the back a tuft of bristly feat,hers which are, to quote the 
Fa'ltna of British hldia, " smeared with a viscid secretion having a pecu
liar resinous scent." T'his bird occurs in Burma and the forests on the 
Malabar Coast and perhaps in those of Central India. 

I fear that the above is rather dull reading, but this is inevitable. 
It is, I submit, impossible to compress an account of a large number of 
birds into small compass without the result partaking of the nature of 
a catalogue. The woudpeckers, ,however, are a most interesting family 
of birds, to the student of evolution. The cocks usually cliffer slightly 
fro111 the ,hens in appearance. As woodpeckers incubate their eggs in 
h1ddeli recesses in trees, there is no need for the sitting bird to be in
COllSpic:uous when incubating'. Even if there werc, and the hen alone 
incubated, there is, as regards conspicllousness, nothing to choose 
between the liveries of the sexes. The truth appears to be that in the 
progress of any species, the cock is uS1.1Ctlly a little way ahead of the 
hen. New characteristics-mutations-fIrst appear in the male and 
later show themselves in the female. The tendency is for ,~voodpeckers 
to become brightly' colomec1, and, as they nest i11 holes and elwell in 
forests, where birds of prey cannot hunt, there is 110 reason why nature 
should 110t have full license in the matter of colouring woodpeckers. 
Thus it is that there is s11ch a riot of colouring in the family. There 
are green, black, pied, golden-hacked and chestnnt woodpeckers, and 
all these display patches of bright crimso11 or yellovv. Evcry colonr of 
the spectrum, except blue and violet, appears in their plumage. These 
missing' ·colours are, curiously enough, co 111111 on colours in broadbills. 
For some reason unknown to us woodpeckers seem to be unable to put 
forth blue variations. Darwin ,,'as mistaken in thinking that all animals 
vary indiscriminately ill all directions. l~volL1tiol1 is not the haphazard 
affair ,vhich he thol1g;ht it to be. It is taking place along definite lines. 
The more advanced zoologists of to-day are trying to discover what 
these lines of development are. 

The old-fashioned ones spend most of their time in the adoration of 
Darwin! 

H.-BroadbiUs. 

As the name implies, the beak of broadbills is broad and flat-in 
some species it is nearly as broad as it is long. In shape it resembles 
the mouth of a frog: it is an excellent apparattts for catching the i11-
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sects all which broadbills feed. Nine species of broadbill are· found 
within the limits of the Indian Empire, but six of them may be ignored 
by us, as they occur only in remote Tenasserim. Three elwell in the 
Himalayas and the hills of Assam and Burma. 

The only species fOllnel in the vVestern Himalayas is the very 
beautifullollg-tailec1 broaclbill (Psariso'lnlls dalhonsiac). This is ten
and-a-half inches in length, of which the tail accounts for nearly one
half. The sexes are alike in appearance. Like Joseph the Patriarch, 
in his youthful days, they wear a coat of many colours. Bright grass 
greenls the preponderating hue of the plumage. There is Cl bright blue 
patch on the crown of the head and lUuch of this colour in the wing, 
which is further embellished by a smart white wingbar, visible when 
the wing is expanded. The tail is blue above and black below. 
The blue patch on the crown is encircled hy a broad black band. Below 
this black band is a narrower one of vivid yellow, which shades oft' into 
the orange of the throat. I n the black banel, behind each eye, is a strip 
of yellow. The head colouring "voulel make a striking pattern for a 
cricket cap. The bill and legs are bright green. The tail is much 
graduated, the middle pair of feathers being the longest. 

The nest of this magnificent species is a large edition of that of the 
sUll-bird. It is pear-shaped, over a foot in length, made of grass, roots 
and twigs, often lined with leaves. Like the nest of the sun-bitd, it has 
a portico-protected entrance at the side. It hangs fro111 the branch of 
a tree or other convenient structure. For several years a pair of these 
broadbills hung their nest fro111 the wires that rt11l fro111 the electric 
power station at Mussoorie. I saw their nest i111914 and again in 1917, 
and Major Peile saw it in 1916. A fresh nest was built every year. 
In 1919 there was no nest hangng fro111 the ,vires, but I saw one in the 
same valley at a distance of about half a mile from the power-house. 
When I saw the nest on the 29th June, 1914, the parents were feeding 
young ones with caterpillars. Squeaks, like those emitted by black 
bulbuls, emanated fro111 the nest. When I saw the nest on the 11th 
June, 1917, it appeared to contain eggs. 

The long-tailed, or, as J erdon styles it, the yellow-throated broacl
bill, ranges from Mussoorie through the Himalayas, Assam and Burma 
to Borneo. 

The other two broadbills are about the size of the sparrow. The 
wings and tail are black and white, the rump is chestnut red, the rest of 
the upper parts is greyish brown. The hen alone has a white g·orget. 
They are Gould's broadbill (Serilophus lunatHs) and Hodgson's broacl
bill (S. rubipygius). The former has the head brown, rather than grey, 
and is not found west of Burma. The latter extends as far west: as 
Nepal. Except that the birds, are more gregarious, their ,habits are 
similar to those of the long-tailed broadbill. 
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IIt-Barbets. 

We now come to the barbets. These are stout-billed, stumpy, 
short-tailed birds which keep to trees and feed largely all fruit. They 
nest in holes in trees which the~ themselves hollow out, after the manner 
of woodpeckers. They have loud monotonous calls, which they are 
very fond of uttering, especially during the hot weather, and are in C011-

sequence, the cause of much bad language on the part of those Euro
peans who are condemned to swelter in the plains during the hot 
weather. 

Eighteen different kinds of bar bet occur in India; of these only five 
or six are entitled to a place among the common birds. 

The commonest of them all is the coppersmith or crimson-breasted 
bar bet, which men of science have saddled with the name Xantholaema 
haematocephala. This bird is called the coppersmith on account of its 
call, which resembles the sound made hy the human coppersmith when 
tapping t·he copper on which he works. From February till the end of 
October this little bird spends more than half the day calling toole, toole, 
took, toole, or tonIe, tonk, tonk, tonIc. Sometimes the bird will say 
" tonk" fifty times without halting to take breath. The hotter the day 
the more vigorously it calls. As the bird is found throughout the plains 
of India, its call is one of the most familiar sounds of the Indian country
side. The coppersmith is about the size of a sparrow. The hody, wil1gS 
and tail are green. The forehead and part of the neck are bright crim
son. The chin, throat and a patch ahove t,he eye are vivid yellow. A· 
black band runs from the beak to the side of the neck and then turns 
upward to the top of the head. The legs are bright red. Although the 
head is so brightly coloured and the bird calls so frequently al1dloudly, 
the coppersmith has to be looked for carefully by him who would see 
it, because it lives among the green foliag'e, and, when it calls, it wags 
its head fro111 side to side, with the result that the sound seems to come 
from where it is not uttered. Sometimes two coppersmiths call to each 
other and, if, as often happens, one calls faster than the other, the phe
nomenon of musical beats results. 

In the spring the birds pair and excavate their nests in the trunks 
or branches of trees; when the nest is in a branch it is invariably begun 
on the under surface of the branch, so that, if it rains, the nest does not 
get flooded. The nest is usually retort-shaped; the channel leading to 
the egg-chamber is neatly rounded and is about the diameter of a rupee. 
The stout, strong bill of the barbet enables it to chip away the wood 
with ease. From two to four white eggs are laid. 

Two other Xantholaema barbets are 'found in India. The crimsoll
throated bal'bet eX. malaba1'ica), as its names imply, has a crimson 
throat and lives 011 the Malabar Coast soutn of Ratnagiri. The small 
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Ceylon barbet (X. rubricapilla) has an orange throat and blue cheeks. 
It is confined to Ceylon. 

Almost as abundant and widespread as the coppersmith is the COlll

mon Indian green barbet (Thcreicer,}'x ::;eylonicus). According to the 
Fauna of Britt:sh India, this bird is found everywhere in the plains of 
India except Burma, Lower Bengal, the Punjab, Sind and parts of Raj
putana. This was doubtless correct when it was written thirty years 
ago. Since then this barbet has extended its range and I have noticed 
it at Lahore. 

Its call, which is uttered as persistently as that of the coppersmith, 
is a loud kutu1', k'lLtllr, kUt1Ll'lll~, preceded by a kind uf chuckle. 

This barbet is about the size of a myna. It is a green bird with a 
yellowish-brown head and an orange patch of bare skin round the eye. 
Its nesting habits are like those of the coppersmith. 

In the Nilgiris and other hills of South India the common green 
barbet is replaced by a smaller edition called.the small green barbct (1'. 
viridis). This has the habits and call of the larger species fro111 which 
it is distinguished by being nine inches long instead of ten-and-a-half, 
and having a smaller patch of yellow skin rounel the eye. In Assam 
and Burma the green barbets arc a little larger than the common Indian 
otle, but have less bare yellow skin round the eye. Their habits and 
call are similar, but they have been constituted a differ'ent species and 
named the lineated barbet (T. lineatus). The three are obviously geo
graphical races of one and the same species. The common barbet of 
theHil11alayan hill stations is a fine bird, known as the Great Himalayan 
Barbet (M eyalacma marshalloru111)' As the name indicates, this is the 
largest hal-bet in Inelia. It measures thirteen inches, of which the tail 
accounts for four; its call is a loud, plaintive pi-a, pi-a, which resounds 
pleasantly through the valleys. Its prevailing hue is green, olive 011 

the upper back and grass coloured on the lower back and tail. There 
is some brown in the wings, and the breast is olive brown. The head 
anel neck are deep violet blue. The abdomen is blue in the middle and 
yellow, with brown streaks at the sides. There is a scarlet patch of 
feathers under the tail.. The nesting habits of this bar bet are similar 
to t·huse of the coppersmith. In Tenasserim this species is replaced 
by the great Chinese barbet (AI. ·virclIs). This is a local race, having 
the head pale greenish blue. 

In conclusion, let me speak of the Cyanops barbets. Perhaps, none 
of these is sufficiently numerous or widespread to merit a place among 
the common birds of India. It is, however, desirable to mention them, 
as one or other is likely occasionally to be seen. 

The blue-throated barbet (Cyanops astatica) is com111on in the Hima· 
layas up to about 4,000 feet as far west as Chamba: it also occurs in the 
sub-Himalayan forests and in Lower Bengal, Assam and Burma. I'he 
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only place where I have seen it near Rajpar, below Ml1ssoorie. This 
like most of the other Cyanops, is intermediate in size between the copper
smith and the common Indian green barbet. It is a green bird, washed 
with blue on the tail. As the name implies, the chin, throat and fore
neck are blue-pale greenish blue. The head is crimson, banded with 
black. There is a crimson spot on each side of the foreneck and a tiny 
one on each side of the base of the hill. I find that I have 110 note regard
ing its call. Acccrding to the Fallna of British 11ldia, this harbet is " a 
noisy active bird, living on fruit and having a peculiar frequently
repeated trisyl1ahic call." This, I fear, is not very illuminating; hut then 
the FGll1la is not strong on the subject of the calls of hirds! 

The blue-eared barbet (C. cya'llo/{r;) has a hlack cap and a cobalt blue 
nape. The ears are blue and there is a good deal of reel on each side of 
the head. This hil>dis found in Sikkim and the 1110st hilly parts of Assam 
and Burma. Its nesting hahits, and indeed, those of all harhets arc like 
those of the coppersmith. It has a ,harsh metallic clot1 hIe note. 

The golden-throated harbet (C. fraul?lhli) has a golden chin, throat 
and cap; a crimson forehead and a patch of this hue on the middle of 
the nape. It is found in the Eastern Himalayas and t~le hills of Assam. 

Ceylon has n Cyanops llarhet of its o,vn. This is called the yellow
fronted harl1et (C. fla"{lifrnns). The forehead is golden yellow. 

IV.-RoUers. 

Rollers are hirds of startling C010ll ring. The commonest species in 
India reminds one of Putney on boat-race day, and is usually called the 
" blue jay)' by Europeans in India. It is, 11Owever, 110t a jay, nor is it 
related to the jay family. Its nearest relatives are, perhaps, the kl11g
fis·hers, since in these the deep plantar tendons are similarly arranged. 
But let us not trouble ourselves with the dry bones of ornithology. We 
may leave it to systematists to rake about among these, and confine our
selves to the beautiful living bird to the bird in the bush, which, in my 
opinion, is worth a dozen dead ones in the hand. 

The Indian roller (C oracias indica) is found in most parts of the 
plains of India, and everywhere, except perhaps the North-West Fron
tier Province and parts of Bombay and Madras, is one of t.he com
monest birds of the countryside. It is, however, rather rare in Calcutta 
gardens. 

It is aboL1t the size of the common house-crow. The wings and 
tail are very broadly banded with pale and clark blue; the head, neck 
and back have the hue of a faded port-wine stain, washed in parts with 
bluish green and Wac. The shaft of each feather is almost white. The 
eye is gamboge yellow. The roller is not much to look at when perc.hed 
because its shape is not very elegant and the blue of the wings and taii 
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is largely concealed. Flight transforms it. As it flaps its large rounded 
wings in the Indian sunlight, it is indeed a thing of beauty. 

The roller of Burma differs slightly in appearance fro111 the Indian 
form, hence some ornithologists have made a different species of it and 
call it the Burmese roller (C. affinis). This bird extends as far east as 
Tipperah. The head is blue and green, and the back and shoulders olive 
green. The under parts of the wings are dark instead of pale blue as in 
the Indian form. The Burmese bird, in consequence, is not nearly so 
brilliant an object during Hight. 

The rollers that inhabit t11e tract of country between Calcutta and 
Tipperah do not CJuite tally with either of the above descriptions, being 
intermediate forms, or hybrids, if the two be regarded as different 
species. In nature it tlsually happens that at places where nearly-allied 
sp.ecies of different geographical distribution meet, the two species 
interhreed freely and prodt1ce intermediate farms. I,Ye ,have seen 
that this is the case vvith the Bengal and' the Southern green pigeon. 
As yve shall notice later, a similar phenomenon occurs in the case of the 
reel-vented bu1huls. 

The intermediate forms thrive equally with the parent varieties; 
this fact goes to show that details in colouring matter very little to 
the bird so far as the struggle for existence is concerned. The Burmese 
birds would undoubtedly get along quite as well as they now do, were 
they coloured like the Indian ones, and 'vice 'versa. 

People who have visited Kashmir must have noticed that the 
rollers seen in the valley of the Jhelum and those that fiouris:h at the 
W111ar lake differ in colouring slightly fro111 those found in the plains 
of India. The rollers of Kashmir helong" to the European species
Corarias {flwJ'ula, the Enropean roller. The forehead and chin of this 
form are greyish white, and the head, neck and wing lining' are pale 
greenish hlue. Hence, this is the most showy of the three species. 
It occasionally visits the plains of India and has heen observed as far 
east as Ll1cknow and as far south as Dhttlia. 

Rollers feed chiefly on insects, but often capture l11uc,h larger quarry, 
as, for example, fieldmice, frogs and small snakes. The roller usually 
captures its victim on the ground, swooping clovll1 upon it from a fence, 
a post, a branch of a tree, or other point of vantage. Sometimes it seizes 
its victim in the air after the manner of flycatchers. Although rather a 
big and heavy bird, it is an aerial gymnast-no other bird performs such 
strange tricks in the air. 

The roner usually gives, these acrobatic performances in the spring 
at the beginning of the nesting season. It rises and falls, twists, turns, 
zig-zags and "jinks" in much the same way as a house-fly does, the 
while uttering very harsh cries, which are the nearest approach to song 
that the roller is capahle of. Birds of which the voice is anything but 
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musical seem to be the ones that are most vociferous. At the nesting 
season the roller is so noisy as to make itself almost a nuisance .. 'f.he 
nestlings vie with the parents in making a din. Once at Lahore a pair 
of rollers reared up a family in one of the chimneys of the bungalow I 

. vvas occ11pying. The young hopefuls kept up a continuous uproar 
throughout the day; and, had it been possible for a man to have got at 
the nest, I should certainly, for the sake of my nerves, have had the 
brood destroyed. 

In Jitly 1921, when walking in the Lawrence Gardens at Lahore, 
my attention was arrested by a harsh noise emanating from a hole in a 
eucalyptus tree. r looked up and saw, peering out of the mouth of the 
hole, a baby rolIe!", almost ready to fly. On turning round I beheld the 
parent bird with a large grasshopper in the bill. I stepped aside to see 
the young bird fed, but the parent displayed an nnusual d'egTee of 
timidity, refl1sed to go near the nest and eventually swallowed the 
grasshopper and flew away. Meatnvhile, the nestling was making 
more noise than ever. Rollers usually lay their eggs in holes in decayed 
trees; sometirnes they select a hole in a building. In June 1921, I sa'.\' 
a roller's nest, containing five eggs, in a niche in the wall of a much·· 
freqtlented courtyard. The niche was barely eight feet aboye the 
ground, so that the passers-by-and there were scores of these c1aily-' ' 

, could handle the eggs withont .the aid of a ladder. There were in the 
i11Jl2,1ediate neighbourhood several trees offering, in the words of the 
estate agent, highly desirable sites; nevertheless, this pair of rollers 
selected the dangerous position in the wall of the much-used courtyard. 

The nesting season extends from March to early .-\1Jgust, and four 
white eggs are usually laid. I have described the habits of the Indian 
roller, but what I have said applies equally to the other two species, t~le 
habits of which are in all respects similar to those of the Indian form. 
The European race, ,however, is sometimes f()~md far avyay from trees, 
and, in such :circumstances, will nest in a hole in a cliff or sandbank. 

The broad-billed roller (Eurysto11'tltS orientalis) is not sufficiently 
ahundant to be entitled to a place among- the common birds of India. 
As, however, it occurs in the forests along the base of the Himalayas 
and in those of Burma and South India, it may be stated that this is a 
roller with vermilion bill and legs. a dark brown head and some black 
in the wings and tail, ,,"hich are mainly blue. 

V.-Bee-Eaters. 

Bee-eaters are as beautifully coloured as rollers and have the 
additional attraction of grace of form. They are amol1g the most 
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resplendent 1Jin18 ill i 11(' \yo1'1d. and have \'0ry winning ways. Seyen 
species oeellf \vitbin Indian 1imits, two of which are vvidely disttibuted 
and nll1HCr(l11~ j'11rOllg}1oul lh('i1' range; Ihe)' are it) 1)(" lH1mhered among 
tIlt' eOlll1lJnll (ll).ket . ., of tlw Tndian 1..'011111 ryside. 

lhe 1..'(1111)]011 hee~eater (JI,Icro/,.\· 'l'iridis) is uften mista.ken by 
E!1ropeans fill' a fly-catc.her. herause it captt1n~s its insect quarry in ~be 
air after OJe 111a1111er of fly-catchers. Bee-eaters have no COll11ectlOll 
with fly-catchers, nn 11l()re j'han j'ollers han:' with jays. 

The l)1't\'aiJing- hl1e of the <:0111111011 hee-eater is rich green, which 
S0111e writers have compared tn that of the emerald, and others to tllat 
of a well-watered lawn. There 11) some gold in the wings and the crOW11 
is tinted Wit1l thi!'l ht1t'. There is a hlack )J;llld through the eye and a 
black g'orget. 'rhe chill is tnrquoise I>hle and Hle eyes resemble fubie.:.:, 
The bill is rather long, with a slig'ht downward hend, and tapers to a 
line point. 

'fhe two middle tail {eatIle!'s are n<trro\\, and wire-like at the tip, 
which is black. Thev project nearly two inehes lleyond the others and 
give the 'lird ~l distinctive appearanc.e. It is impossible to mistake a 
hee-eater. i\ slender bright-green bird, ahout th(;_~ sh·.e of a lmlhtll, with 
the middle pa.ir of tail feathers projecting' like wires, that sits on a 
telegraph wire or other exposed perch, and makesJrequent short sallies 
into the air, when its sllOrt wings look alternately gold and green, which 
frequently utters a sweet, soft, In'.\' \\'·histling note, call he none other 
than the COl1Ul1Otl bee-eater. 

This and the other kinds l)f bee-ealers feecl exe.1usively On insects 
which they take on the wingo. In the spring they excavate 'with the 
sharp bill a lnllnel in a c1iff or sandk11lk. This tunnel varies in length 
from 1~ to S feet, according as the soil in which it is dug out is hard or 
soft. At the hlinc1 enci of the tUllnel, 111ree, fOlH Or jIve J'()tl11cl, white 
eggs are laid on the hare soil. Ike-eaters 1101' infrequently excavate 
their nests in the butts of a rifle-rang'e. r once fOUlld a nest t1llder the 
upper dressing- of stones in a road raised a few inches abOve grollnd
level. T'he nest tllnneI is always hori:wntal or nearly 51). 'y' ol1ng bee
eaters are dull editions of the. adult and have all the tail feathers the same 
length. Sometimes twenty or thirty of these l1lay he seen, in June or 
July, sitting in a row 011 a fence. 

Bea-eaters, like sparrows and hoopoes, revel in a dust hath and may 
often be snrprised when pel'forming their toilette 011 a (bsty path. 

The comm011 bee-eater occurs all over Inelia and Burma, ascending 
the Himalayas to 5,000 feet in the neighbourhood of Simla, but in most 
localities 3,000 feet seems to be the limit, This species undergoes local 
l11igration, being- only a St1mmer visitor to the Pl1njah and North-\Vest 
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Frontier Province, and a 'winter visitant to the island of Bombay. I 
am not able to say, in parts of the country where it occurs throughout 
the year, \vhether the individlmls seen in S11111111er are identical with those 
observed in winter. 

N early as abundant as the C01111110n bee-eater is the larger species 
known as the blue-tailed bee-eater (M. ph£lippiJl1Is). In my opinion 
this is not so handsome a bird as the C01111110n spec.ies. It has the same 
green plumage, the black banel through the eye, and the elongated 
medium tail feathers. 

The eye is a rich crimson, the tail is washed vv.ith bright blue, the 
chin is yellow and the throat chestnut. Its habits and distribution are 
similar to those of the C01111110n species, .but it makes longer flights after 
insects and has a 1110re pOvverfnl voice. It feeds on wasps, bees and 
other insects. The snap of its mandibles, as they close on a victi111, may 
sometimes he heard fro111 a distance of a dozen yards . 

.-\ bee-eater that visits the north-western parts of India in summer 
is the bIne-cheeked species (M. peYSiclls). As regards size and appear
ance, this resembles the blue-tailed species, but the tail is green and the 
forehead white. 

The bee-eater that one sees hawking insects over the lakes of 
Kashmir is the European bee-eater 1M. apiaster), This beautiful bird, 
which is intermediate in size between the blue-tailed and the C01111110n 
species, has the chin and throat yellow with a black gorget. The 
crown, hind neck and back are chestnut. It breeds in Kashmir. Its 
habits and those of M. perstcus are like those of the com111on bee-eater. 

A small bee-eater, coloured like the European bee-eater, save that 
the gorget is chestnut instead of black, of which the tail feathers are 
all the same length, is the chest-nut-headed bee-eater (111 ellittophagus 
swinhoii). This bird is found sparingly in South India, Ceylon, Burma, 
the Andal11ans and the lower Himalayas. It affects forests and shady 
streams. 

In ~onc1usion, mention must be made of two large bee-eaters which 
are respectively fourteen and thirteen inches in length namelv the , . , 
blue-bearded bee-eater (Nyctio1"l1is athcrtoni) and the red-bearded bee
eater (N. amictus). 

The tail feathers of these birds are all the same length. Both 
species are characterised by having the feathers of the throat and breast 
elongated, whence the epithet "bearded." The beard is light blue in 
the former species and scarlet in the latter. The blue-bearded species 
occurs in the lower ranges of' the I-Iimalayas as far west as Dehra Dun 
and in Burma. The red-bearded form lives in Tenasserim. The habits 
of both these birds resernble those of the common bee-eater. 
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VI.-Kingfishers. 

KingfIshers are birds that feed' chieJ1y (in many cases entirely) 011 

fish, '\vhich they catch by diving into the water. The bill, which is 
very large for the size of the bird, constitutes an efficient organ for the 
seizure of the finny prey of its possessor. It is bot·h long and stout. The 
legs are very short. The tail is never long. Kingfishers seem never to 
walk; thus Hlere is no need for them to have strong legs, and a long tail 
would impede c1iYil1g operations. Killgilshers are ,vhat are technically 
kno"\vn as highly-specialised birds. That is to say, they are of unusual 
build, of build adapted to the peculiar manner in which they obtain their 
food. There arc many kinds of kingfishers, but all are constructed on 
the same lines-those of the familiar kingfisher of England. This bird 
is also C0111111011 in India, most Indian specimens are smaller than those 
found in Europe, in consequence some ornithologists have made a 
different species of them, calling this Alcedo bCJlgalcllsis, the name for the 
European form being Alerdo ispida. 

Anyone call identify at first sight a kingii.sher (:l:i such. It is not. 
however, so easy to say to what species any particular specimen belongs. 
Eighteen different species of kingfisher occur ill India-nineteen if the 
smaller Indian form of tl:c C0111m011 kingfisher is considered to be a 
separate species. Ornithologists have divided these into nine genera. 
A genus is a collection of animals which hear a general resemblance and 
which are believed to he related to one another. It is possible to divide 
up most genera into groups, such that all members of each group are 
almm;t exactly alike-each of these groups forms what zoologists call 
a species. Tht1s it is that every bird and beast bears a double name, 
the 11 rst part uf this denotes the genus and the second the species to 
which the individual that hears it llclungs. To take a concrete case; 
the common house cr()w of India and the larger black crow arc both 
held to belong to the genus COI''l'lIS, hut as they clearly differ in appeclr
ance they are deemed to belong to different species of the genus Corvlls, 
and the house crow is called Con.'lls SplClIdCIIS and the big crow or corby 
is called COr7'IfS 1I1acrorhYl1ch1lS. 

Sometimes the members of a wiclely~distributed species fall into 
local races. each distinguished by its own peculiarities. In order to 
indicate this.. the modern tendency is to divide up species into sub
species and to give most hirels and beasts a treble name, the three parts 
representing the generic. the specific and the sub-specific name. LTnder 
this nomenclature the COl11ll1on killgIisher nf Europe is called A/cedo 
ispida, ispida, while the smaller Indian form is know11 as Alcedo ispida. 
bell[jalellsis. 

Personally I am not in· Cavum of what is caI1ed the trinomial 
nomenclature, becanse it is cumbersome) a tax on the memory and of 
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very little use. If we know that the common kingfisher of Bengal is a 
sl11aIl race we know that all the common kingfishers we see there 
belong to this race, and so there is 110 need to give it three names. 

However, I fear that the trinomial nomenclature will replace the 
present binomial one unless field naturalists make a very firm stand 
against the innovation. 

T,he reader will naturally ask .• \Vho is responsible for the proposed 
innovation?" The answer is "The professiona.l ornithologists in 
r{.ngland." There are so few species of birds in Englanel and the habits 
of these are so \vell known, that English ornithologists find themselves 
idle, and Satan finds work for idle hands. He has found for the cabinet 
ornithologists of England (who are mostly out of work) the congenial 
task of tinkering- with birds' names and generally changing ornitho
logical terminology. These gentlemen resort to the South Kensington 
l\luseum amI amuse themselves by divicling 11p Indian and other foreign 
birds into sub-species, to the great annoyance of everyone except them
selves. The standard book on Indian birds is being revised and the 
trinomial nomenclature is being adopted in the new edition. 

The result is that the name of nine out of every ten Indian birds is 
being changed, so that for the next ten or twenty years there will be 
great confusion-field naturalists will often be puzzled to know what 
particular hird is being described. Eventnally, after a long period of 
tribulation everyone will get nsed to the new nomenclature; then Satan 
,"vill again arise and canse some ornithological pedant to discover that 
the nomenclature again needs reorganisation! 

But let me leave this unpleasant subject and return to the heautiful 
kingfishers, "who pursue their avocations quite unaffected by the way in 
which they are being re-named. 

The C01111110n kingflsher (A lccdo ispida) is a small bird, not mllch 
larger than a sparrow. The head is handed black and hlue and has 
on each side ~i white and a rusty-red patch. The waistcoat is rusty red 
and the rest of the plumage is pale blue-vcry bright on the back. The 
feet are coral red and the bill is black. '1 his bird is fonnd throughout 
Europe and Asia. 

It ascends the Himalayas up to 5,000 feet and is the commonest 
kingfisher 011 the lakes of Kashmir_ 

Its usual habit is to take up a perch Oil a h_ranch or other point of 
vantage-in Kashmir the prow of a house-boat is a favourite spot--

. overlooking water. Thus it squats- -the head half buried in the 
shoulders, but no\v ancl then bobbling up and clown as if it were on 
springs-looking rather like a Blue Hungarian bandsman in a uniform 
several sizes too large for him. When it sees a flsh in the water below, 
it dives, becomes completely submerged for a second or two, and then 
emerges, often with a small fish held -crosswise in the bill. The king-
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fisher next flies to a perch with this and, having stunned it by battering it 
against the perch, swallows it whole. 

Sometimes, this bird hovers in the air and then dives into the water 
after its quarry. It has a peculiar screaming whistle which it utters 
frequently. It flies very rapidly for a short distance, and, as it speeds 
through the air, a fe\\' feet aho\'c the water, the brilliant blue on the 
back gleams in the SUll. 

\ \ ,ilhi11 Indian limits the g'enus .1lccdo has lJloSSOlllCd forth 
into sneral \'arieties, to which Dr. Blanford has given the status of 
speCIes. 

There are two 'which ha \'C the feathers that cover the ears blue 
instead of rusty reel. One of these occurs in Tenasserim and is called 
the l\falay kingfisher (A. JlIc1Iintig), the other is known as Bevan's 
kingfisher CA. be~'ani). Au 1l1Ulsmllly small kingfisher with blue ears 
fUllnd in India or Burma is this variety. Then there arc hvo larger 
forms-Blyth's kingfisher (.d. gral/dis) and the broad-zoned kingfisher 
(A. c/[r-,,~ol1a). The former may be distinguished from the latter by 
the well-defined Gluey white transverse bars across the crown of the 
head. It is found in Sikkim and Bhutan and in the hills south of the 
Assa1l1 \·alley. Ju the broad-zoned kingfisher, which occurs ill Tenas-· 
scrim, the hal'S 011 the head are 110t nearly so well-cle.fillec1 as in Blyth's 
kingfisher. None of these IJircls arc C0111111u11 and not one mall in one 
hundred is likely to come across any of them. But everyone, 110 

matter ,how unobservant, must see scores uf the COlllmon kingfisher . 

. Let us now consider the Cerylc kingJ1shers. There are two of 
these in India, one confined to the plains and the other to :Kashmir, 
the Himalayas, the hills south of Assam ~U1d those of Tenasserim. 
No hirds are easier to identify than these. i\ large black-and-white 
kingfishel', in which the hlack takes the form of large spots and slllall 
hars is a Ceryle or pied kingfisher. If the bird is seen anywhere in 
the IJlains of India, BUrInCl 01" Ceylon, it is the Indian pied kingtisher 
(C. ·,'aria). Jf it he in the hills it is the Himalayan viecl king([shtr 
(C. lIlYlibris). The latter is sixteen inches in length and Ihe former 
about twelve, as opposed to (he se\'en inches of the common kingfisher. 
The pied king'fishers clespise perches fr01l1 which to dive after 1ish. 
'I heir modlls 01'('/,(//ldi is' to h(I\'('1" i11 the air, kC,"(1'<:,I-li kc, (Ill rapidly plied 
black-al1c1-w.hite pinions, and thell tu close th(,Sl~ and drop like it stOlle, 
inlo the water tn seCl11'e a lish. 1\Jorc often thall not the king;fishcr 
checks itself ill its cli\'l~ anel flies Ull tu allother place, prestllnahly this 
happens when the fish oll which it has its eye lakes it into its h~ad to 
descend into deep ,vater. Pied kil1gfishers excavate the nest in the 
samc way as the C011llll0n killg1ish~~r cloes. The l)Iains specics breeds 
frolll Jall Llary tu i\ Vri1 aud the H il1lala yaH une f 1'0111 ;\ pril lu .Itt llC. 
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Let us now tackle the Halcyon kingfishers. Two of these occur in 
India. One of them, the white-breasted species, (H. smyrnensis) is per
haps the coml1lonest kingfisher in India and it is certainly one of the mos't 
beautiful. It is to be seen everywhere ill the plains of India, Burma and 
Ceylon, and it occurs in many gardens, for it has largely given up 
fishing and taken to an insect diet, which it secures after the manner 
of the roller, that is, by swooping down upon its quarry from above. 
Before discoursing on its habits, let me describe it. So distinctive is 
its colonr that lengthy description is unnecessary, for which let 11S be 
duly thankful. The head, neck and the whole of the lower plumage 
arc rich chocolate brown, except a very expansive snow-white shirt
front. The rest of the plumage is of varying shades of blue, with some 
black, chestnut and white in the wings. The white does 110t show 
"vhen the bird is sitting, but when it flies., the white takes the f01"m of 
a conspicuous 'wing-bar like that of the common myna. The bill is 
dark red and the legs coral red. 

During flight it often utters a shrill scream, something like that 
of a woodpecker. 

In the early morning it likes to perch on the topmost bough of a 
tall tree and give vent to a curious trill, difficult to describe but impossible 
to mistake ,vhen once recognised. I have often <lis covered the bird 
by this call. 

As has been stated, this bird has largely givcn up fishing. It feeds 
chiefly on grasshoppers and other illSects, and, it is said, lizards. It 
is often found ill gardens and other places at a distance from water. 
Its nesting habits are similar to those of the kingfishers already 
described, hut as it feeds little all aquatic organisms, the nest is often 
excavated in a bank at a distance from water. At least one pair nests 
every year in one of the artificial mounds in the Lawrence Gardens at 
Lahore. I came across one nest in a mound in 1922 and another in 
the bank of a small pond near Lahore. The latter was found in July 
and contained five young birds re:lCly to fly. vVe dug them out, to the 
disgnst of their parents, and photographed them; hut two of thcm 
defeated the photographer by flying away just as he was about to open 
the camera shutter. No sooner had he completed the operation than 
two more flew away, leaving the fifth, who was too young to fly, looking 
very disconsolate. vVe managed, after much ado, to recapture three 
of the fliers (the fourth was too strong on the wing, so we had to leave 
him). vVe put these four back in the nest. It is almost certain that 
none of these youngsters had left the nest before we took them out, 
yet the four eldest flew quite well, without having been taught. 
Flying is an instinctive act with birds, just as swimming is ~ith 
ducklings. For this reason I find it difficult to write with toleration 
about the nonsense that appears in some so-callednatmal history books 
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that gn in for lengthy (k~criptinns of the lessons 1n aviation given by 
parent 1lirds 10 I 11<"ir young. 

The ()t,her Halcyon kingJishcr is JIalcyoJl pilcala-the hlack-capped 
kingtisher. As the name implies, it has a black cap. This is separated 
fro111 the blue shoulders bv a broad buff or ,,,hite collar. This bird has 
a white shirt-front and Y\iil~g-har. By these signs it may be distinguished 
from all other kingfishers. It lives on crahs and fish and dwells 
in the Sunderhut1c1s and on the coast of Burma. It seeks its quarry 
chiet1y in salt water, hut sometimes fishes in freshwater streams. _.\s 
this species is of somewhat limited distriht1tion it can scarcely he called 
a common bird in Tndia. ()f the kingfishers already descrihed only four, 
namely the coil1ll1on', the two pied, and the white-hreasted species arc 
reafly COl1lmon. There is yet another which, heing" a1>l111(lan1: in the 
vicinity oi Calcutta. should, T think, he included in the list. This is the 
brown-headed stork-hilled kingfisher (P~'[aryopsis fJllriall. This fine 
hird is neady as large atl the Himalayan pied king-fisher. attaining, as it 
cloes, a length of fifteen inches. The head is hrowl1, the neck and lower 
parts arc brownish yel10vv or huff, the hack is blue and the wings and tail 
are greenish blt1e. ,,,ith a little black in them. This hird fishes in fresh
water streams. It has a peculiar plaintive call, which sounds something 
like pio, repeated several timetl. It: ranges hom the United Provinces to 
Siam and Cochin China tn the east and Ceylon to the south. It is rare in 
the western parts of its range, hut I noticed it on several occasions ;n the 
Pi1i1>h;t district. 

There is a salt-water variety of the stork-billed kingfisber, 'which 
is known as the brown-wingeel king:fisher (P. alllllllroptcra). This may 
be distinguished hy its yellow head and brown wings and tail. It ranges 
from Bengal to Tenasserim C111 creeks and tidal rivers. 

The Pelargo])sis kingfishers of the Nicobar Islands are intermediate 
as regards colouring between the stork-hilled and brown-winged races, 
having the head yello,,,,' and 'wings and tail blne. :\ccordingly Dr. Blan
ford has made a separate species of this variety and called it the Nico1lett· 
stork-biUed kingfisher (P. ICllcoccplzala). 

There are several other kingfishers found in India, but, as these are 
not common and of limited distrihution, it does not seem necessary for 
me to deal with them at length, At the risk of making this article 
rather like a shop catalogue, I will mention some of them. It is this 
wealth of species that makes it so c1iiTicult to write a popular but com
prehensive hook on Indian birds. In England, 'where there is one 
cuckoo, one swallow, one kingfisher, this is child's play! 

The Indian Onee-toed kingfisher (C e:vx t1'£dactyla,) occurs in the 
forests of Lower Bengal and the parts of India east of this, also rarely 
in SmIth India and Ceylon. As the name implies, this l1ird has thre"e 
toes: the kingfishers descrihed above all possess four. The tree-toed 
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species is a midget, being only 5~ i11c.hes long. The smal: si~e and the 
orange red 011 the upper plumage arc the marks by vVhlCh It may be 

identified . 
. -\ kingfi.sher, ahout twice the 5i:oe of the three-toed species, of light 

chestnut or cinamoll hue, glussed with lilac, is the rudely kingfi.sher 
(Callialc"oll lilac/Ilil). This is founel in the lower ranges of the Hima
J;!';as, al;cl ill Assam', B11rma, the Nicobars and the Anclamans. 

. A hlue kingfisher, about ten inehes long, having a broad white or 
huff collar, ,vhi~h lins in the SUllclcrbuncls and to the east is the ,,,hite
collared kingfisher (SallJ'oj1atis chloris). 

In the variety found in the ~icobars the collar is not so ,veIl defined, 
hence that bird is known as Blyth's white-collared kingfisher (5. 
orcipitalis) . 

In conclusion, mention must he made of a ctlriotls hird named the 
banded kingfisher (CarcillcJltcs /,lllc/ZcllIlS) , fonnd in parts of Burma. 
Dnlike the kingfisher descrihed above, the male ll<tl1ded kingfisher 
dresses differently to his wife .. He is banded with black and.blue, she 
with black and mfotls. No one seems to have placed anything on record 
regarding the nest of this bird. Here, then, is an opportunity for those 
who reside in Pegl1. Does this bird burrow out a nest in a hank or cloes 
it make an open nest, as S0111e of the Halcyon kingfishers seem inclined 
to do? 

VII.-Parrots. 
1 he appearance of a parrot is so distinctive that any member of the 

family is at once recognised as such, no matter to what species it belongs, 
or from what part of the world it eomes. The comparatively short, 
massive, hooked bill, the soft, fat tongue and tl}e thick, fleshy legs and 
toes, of which latter two point forwards ancl two backwards, arc the 
most distinctive external anatomical features of .. pretty polly." 

India, although not so rich ill p,u"rots as in many kinds of birds. 
can hoast of eighteen species. Fifteen of these have long, slender tails 
and are knovvn as paroql1cts or parakeets. .-\s the prevailing hue of the 
plumage of these is green, they are popularly called green parrots. 
Green parrots arc found everywhere in Inelia, except in the higher 
mountain ranges, and are, in all parts of the country, common birds. 
The long-tailed parrots of India belong to the genus Palccornis, which 
occnrs thronghout Southern Asia and tropical Africa. 

The fifteen species of Indian green parrot fall into three gronps, 
the large, measuring more than 19 inches, the small, measuring' less than 
15 inches, and the medium, the Jength of which is about 17 inches. 
According to the Fauna of Bl'it£sh India, there are seven large, five 
s111C1.11 and three medium-sized species of paroql1ets. As four of the 
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large and two of each of the others are obviously geographical races 
of one species, T should prefer to describe fIle Indian paroql1ets as fall
ing into eight species. 

The seven large species are, the Indian, the Burmese, the Ceylonese, 
the Andaman paroquets (which are really four races of one species) 
the Andaman, the Nicobar species, (which, again are races of a single 
species,) and Blyth's Nicobar paroquet. The small forms are the 
western and eastern hlossom-headed paroquets-geographical races of 
one species, the hlue-winged, red-hreasted and Layard's paroquet. 
Those of medium size are the rose-ringed and the slaty-headed and 
Burmese slaty-headed paroquet; the last two again, are local forms of 
a single species. 

As all the green parrots have the same habits, it will suffice to 
describe those of one species. Let 11S then consider those of the wiclely
distributed group of large Indian paroql1ets. 

The large Indian paroquet (Pa1ceorn-is l1ejwlensis) is fonnd through
out Northern and Central India. It extends as far south as Kandesh. 
Its eastern limits cannot be fixed v\'ith precision, because in Sikkim, 
Assam and the Sl1nderhuns it runs into the Burmese species, with which 
it interbreeds freely, producing crosses which are intermediate in appear
ance hetween the two species. 

The large Indian paroqnct. which J erc1ol1 styled the Alexanderine 
parakeet, is, like all the Indian green parrots, a very handsome bird'. In 
length it measures 21 inches, of Ivhich the Hawing tail accounts for a 
tri1le over 12. The prevailing hue of the plumage is rich green, that of 
grass in Englan}l after an April shower. This green is washed faintly 
with grey OJ] the head, hhle 011 the middle of the tail, and. yellow at 
the tip of that appendage. T,here is a large deep-reel patch, considerably 
longer than it is broad, on each 'wing. This peculiar wing-patch is a 
feature of several of the paroquets. The male has a beautiful rose
pink collar round the hack of the neck (or rather the head), whic,h is 
met at each extremity by a broad hlack band that t'lms to the hase of the 
beak. The hill is deep red and the eye yellow. 

The Ceylon variety, which is 19 inc,bes long, is known as the large 
Ceylonese paroquet (P. c1lpatria). The black hands running fro111 the 
pink collar to the hase of the bill, technically called mandibular bands, 
are narrower. The Burmese race--the large Burmese paroquet (P. 
indolJ1lnnallic'lIs) which is 22 inches long, has, like the Ceylon race, 
narrow mandibular bands. The green in the plumage is brighter and 
the throat is tinged with yellow. The Anc1aman race-the large Anda
man paroquet (P .. magnirostris) is 23 inches long. As the scientific 
name denotes, the bill is very large. The 'wing patch is of brighter red, 
and there is a narrow blue collar above the pink one. Traces of snch a 
blue collar occur in some Burmese birds. 



These slight differences in the fonr races of large green paroquets 
are due to the fact that t1he birds do not migrate, so that the individuals 
wlJich live in one part of the country have 110 opportunity of mating 
"vith those of distant parts; in consequence local peculiarities, such as the 
blue upper collar, are not swamped by their possessors breeding with 
individuals which have no such collar and live at a distance. 

The large Indian paroquet feeds 011 grain and fruit, and, in places 
where it is numerous, does mnch harm to the crops. A Hock of a hund
reel or more, each member of which will break off half a dozen or more 

. heads of corn in a day, destroys a considerable percentage of the produce 
of the fields that the Hock visits. tt is to stop, as far as possible, the 
depredations of parrots, deer and the many other grain-eating ereatures 
that the Indian cultivator finds it necessary to erect a 'l1f.uchan in the 
middle of his field. In this ,he spends the greater part of the 
day and night £1'0111 the time that the grain begins to form until it is 
harvested. 

The Indian gets something- of his 0';\'11 bad: by capturing large 
nt11nbers of young pan-ots and selling them for a :few 11l111<lS as a cage 
bird. Verily are the sins of the parents visited on the chilclreh, for 
1110St of these caged parrots are taken out uf tbe nest. before they have 
begun to levy toll all the ripening crops. These nnfortunate birds are 
kept·in tiny iron cages in "'hich they are so cramped that they would 
die but for t'he fact that they are able to get sufiJcient exercise to keep 
them in fair health by c1iml)ing about the inside of their prison, heal.: 
over c1a\v, and by standing on the solitary perch bending hack the neck 
and wagging the heruc1 from side to side in such a vvay that one cannot 
understand why they do not fall off the perch from giddiness! Those 
who keep parrots are fonel of them and are not intentionally crnel, but 
they often forget that tIle little metal cages in which parrots are con
fined become veritable infernos vv:hen hung out in the SUll. 

Indian paroqncts can sOll1ctin{es 1le tanght to talk and to imitate 
sounds. but as a rlllc they are not good' talkers or mimics. 

Thanks to the large number that: are taken captive, green parrots 
are not sueh serious pests as they would be were 110t their numbers kept 
down in this way. hut they are still a scourge in many parts of the 
cOl1ntry and the agricultural departments of the various Governments 
might with ac1vantag-e consider the advisability of taking steps tn thin 
out some species. As their .feathers form a pretty decoration for a 
woman's hat, some parrots might be shot and sold for this purpose to 
milliners in countries where bird.protection is 110t carried to extremes, 
as it is in England where the Government is in the habit of yielding to 
the clamon,r of faddists I . L 

The flight of green parrots is swift and as straight as the proverb
ial die. As they dash overhead, in noisy flocks they look like living 
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emeralds. Green parrots nest in holes, usually in trees, occasionally 
in buildings. If they can .find a suitable ready-made cavity they utilise 
this, othetwise they scoop out a nest-hole by means of the powerful 
bill. Sometimes sqt}abbles over nest-holes arise between parrots and 
mynas. In such cases the mynas usually triumph, owing to their 
pertinacity, ·which is often 1110re than a match for polly's stlperinr hill· 
power. 

Courting paroquets go through the most absurd performances, in 
which head-tickling plays a prominent part. From two to four white 
eggs are laid .. Green parrots lay their eggs in any of the first six 
months of the year. In Northern India most eggs are laid in .Febrnary . 

. Both cock and hen take part in incubation. 

The red-cheeked paroql1ets cannot be 11tt1l1bcred among the C0111mon 
birds of India, because they are confined' to t'he Anclaman and Nicohar 
islands. The red-cheekeq Nicobar pal"oqt1et (P. erythrogeJL'jIS) is found 
only in the Nicobars and the reel-checked Anclaman paroquet (P. 
tytleT'£) occurs in the various islands of the Andaman group. They are 
distinguished from all other Indian paroqucts by the light-red cheeks. 
The t\ivo are geograp'hieal races, the chief distinguishing featme being 
difference in size: the Nicobar birds are 19 inches long, those of the 
AncIamans vary from 15·~· to 18l 

Blyth's Nicobar parrot (P, can;tceps) is. peculiar to those islands. 
It is the largest of the Indian paroquets, measuring 24 inches. The 
forehead is black in both sexes. . 

The medium-sized paroquets are all common birds. The rose
ringed paroqnct (P. torq'llatus) is one of the most abunclant bircls in 
India. It is found throughont India, Ceylon and Northern Burma, 

11) ascending the hills to elevations at about 3,500 feet. It is a small 
edition of the large Indian paroquet, measuring 161 inches, but there 
are 110 red wing patches, and the pink caHar and black mandibular bands 
of the male are thinner than those of the large paroquet. 

The slaty-headed paroquets are characterised by the bluish slaty 
head. The cocks alone display red wing patches. The slaty-headed 
paroquet (P. schisticeps) is the C01111110n green parrot of t·he Himalayan 
hill stations. Its range is from Ivfl1rree to Bhutan. East of this it is 
replaced by the Burmese slaty-headed paroquet (P. finschi). This is 
a geographical race characterised by the grey of the head being paler, 
the .shoulders being tinted with yellow and the tips of the tail feathers 
having the appearance of nutch-soiled linen. 

Of the sn1all pal'oquets only two are entitled to a place among the 
common birds of India. These are the western and the eastern b108S0111-

headed forms; as we have noticed, they' are geographical races of a 
sing1 e species. 
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The western species (P. cyclJlocePlwlus) is a very pretty little bird, 
measuring 14 inches, considerably 1110re than half which is tail. Owing 
to its 'handsome appearance and comparatively sweet call, it is very 
commonly cagecl. The head of the cock is red with a rich blue bloom 
on it, which gives it the appearance of a ripe plum. There is a black 
collar running fronl the base of the bill round the neck. Below this is a 
pale green collar round the back of the neck. There is a red wing
patch. The hen has the head hlue grey, with a bloom on it. In place 
of the black and green collar is a yellow l"ing round the neck, gradually 
expand'illg forward till it becomes a patch covering the throat. T'his bird 
occurs all over India and is f0111ld at all elevations up to about 5,000 feet. 
In Eastern Nepal, Sikkim and Assam it merges into the eastern race 
(P. rosa). This has the bead paler reel, almost pink, but witl1 a hloom. 
The head of the hen is paler than that of the western form and the 
yellow collar is less well defined. The bl~lc-winged paroql1et (P. 
columbodies) is confined to the :forests of the Nilgiris and the west 
coast, south of Bomhay. The flight feathers of the wing are mainly 
blue. 

. The red-breasted paroquet (P. fascia-tIts) occurs in the Eastern 
Himalayas, Assam and Burma. The throat and breast are faded red, 
tinged with blue in front. 

Layard's paroq1.1et (P. wltll1'opcc) is confined to the hills of Ceylon. 
It is only 12 inches in length. It has a grey-blue cap; the forehead and 
cheeks are bright green. 

A tiny short-tailed parrot, less than eight inches long, that visits 
Tenasserim in summer, but is found' in no other part of India, is the 
little IVlalayan parrot (P. incertus). 

·'""Fe have next to consider fhe .Indian loriquets, of which there are 
two species or races-the Indian l(lriql1et (Lrwiwl1ts vernalis) and the 
Ceylon loriquet (L. ind£C1ts). 

Altbol1gh many of us have never nhservec1 Inriqnets ill the wild 
state, we have all seen them in cages, and have heen amused at the way 
in which they sleep hanging- from fhe perch, head downwards. 

They are midgets, measuring- less than six inches, and are usually 
known as love birds. TIley are sometimes tlsed by fortune-tellers to 
tell fortunes of people. 'Dill' s(lotbsayer has a lltlmher of leaflets, 011 

each of which a Ii fortune" is printed. These are neatly folded and 
placed side by side, in a box. After the fee has been paid, the loriquet 
picks out Ol1e of these and, hands it to the seeker after forbidden know
ledge. 

The Indian loriquet is a grass-green bird, with a crimson rump, a 
blue patch on the throat and some hlue on the under-parts, including 
the tail. The Ceylon loriquet has a crimson cap. This species is con
fined to Ceylon. The Indian spec.ies is curiously distributed, being found 
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in the south-western parts of India, the Eastern Himalayas, Assam and 
Burma. Loriquets are birds of cOllvivial habits and are devotees of the 
flowing bowl in the form of the juice of the cocoannt palm. They are 
said often to be captured in a state of intoxic:,ttioll after imbibing that 
liquid! 

Their breeding habits are similar to those of the paroquets. 

VIU.-Swifts. 

Swifts are birds in which Hight has been brcnlght to as near perfec
tion as seems possible 1n this world, The whole anatomy of the swift 
is regulated so as to make the bird ~l perfect flying machine, Every
thing has been sacrillced to this. The legs are so small and feeble that 

TIn: INDIAN CIUCS'l'E;D Swn"!' (MACROP'l'I,:RYX CORONA'l'A,) 
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they cannot support the bird, much less enable it to walk. When a 
swift wishes to move from place to place it is compelled to use its wings, 
when it wants to rest it has to betake itself to its nest or to hang 
on to some object by means of its toes. In many swifts all four 
toes are directed forward and their only use seems to be that of hooks 
by which the bird can hang all to a solid object. Although the legs arc 
not suitable for walking or hopping, the toes have considerable grasping 
power. The wings are i111111ense for the size of the bird: they are long 
and narrow and end in a point. The bird seems to :fly by whipping the 
air with the ends of its wings. In this respect swifts differ fro111 
swallo·ws. Yon can distinguish a swift from a swallow in the air by 
simply watching the 111otion of the wings. If these open and shut as 
though they were a pair of scissors cntting the body, the bird is a 
swallow, if, on the other hand, they do 110t close up to the body during 
flight, but whip the air so that the flying hird has the shape of an anchor 
with enormous flukes, then the bird is a swift. It may be mentioned 
that swifts and swallows, although they are of the same build, are 110t 
nearly related. Their likeness is due, not to blood relationship but to 
the fact that they obtain their food in the same way. Swallows arc 
passerine, that is to say perching. hirds and as snch have three toes 
directed forward and one backwards, so that they can grasp a percb 
easily, and the muscles of the legs arc so arranged that, when they are 
relaxed, the foot grasps a perch firmly. It is when the bird wishes to 
relax its hold that it has to put forth an effort. This explains why birds 
do not fall off the perch when they al'e asleep. In some sw.i:fts the toes 
are all directed forward; i!1 the species where one or two of the toes 
point backwards these are so weak that they cannot grasp a perc'h firmly. 
In this family the feet have been sacrificed at the expense of the ·wings. 
Speaking generally, Nature is an economist and cloes not allo"li\f her crea
tures luxuries. It is 110t necessary for swifts to walk, so Nature has 
given them weak feet; we noticed a similar phenomenon in the case of 
kingfishers. Swallows can and do perch, and often a score or more of 
them may be seen seated 011 a telegraph wire, hnt, as a set-off, their 
powers of flight arc far inferior to those of swifts, which spend hom3 
on end in rapid flight. Swifts feed on small winged insects, which they 
catch as fhey clash through the air. The bill is very short and very 
broad so that its possessor can snatch up its food when flying at a 
speed of one hundred miles an hour. 

Even more vvonclerful than the pace at which swifts move is the 
way in which they are able to avoid obstacles. Probably everyone in 
India has noticed the extraordinary manner in which the swifts that 
have their nests In verandahs clash rounel the bungalo"l,r every evening 
threading their way in and Ot1t among the pillars of the verandah. Out 
of sheer love of the thing, fhe swifts zig-zag among the pillars, llttedng 
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what Jerdon well describes as a shivering- scream; they never collide 
with one another or with a pillar. Like most birds they become very 
lively about bed-time and fairly run riot during the hour before dark
ness sets In. 

All species of swifts build the same kind of nest-a saucer-shaped 
structure, attached to a building, rock or cliff (in the case of palm-swifts 
to a palm leaf), composed of various materials, the sticky saliva of the 
birds being used to cement the materials together and to cause the 
whole to adhere firmly to the object to which it is attached. 

Men of science divide swifts into three sub-fal11iIies. III two of 
these-the CypseJince and the Chaetttrine<e-the wings extend a long 
way behind the tail when t·hey are closed: in the former the legs are 
always feathered, in the latter they are usually naked. In the third 
sub-family-the Macroptcrygin<B-the closed wings do not project 
beyond the tail. The members of this family are crested. 

All three sub-families are represented in India, where there are' no 
fewer than 21 different- kinds of swift. Two of these are numbered 
among the commonest birds in India. 

The common Indian swift (Cypselus qffinis) is a mouse-brown bird 
with a broad white band across the rump and a w'hite chin and throat. 
It measures 5~ inches from the tip of the bill to the end of the short 
square tail. The wings are longer than the body and, when closed, 
proje,ct several inches beyond the tail; they are so long that they over
lap when closed. This bird is common in 1110st parts of India, west of 
Cachar. It occurs in Kashmir and the Himalayas up to elevations pf 
some 7,000 feet. A sma11 colony of swifts' is attached to most dale 
bungalows, in Kumaul1, and hundreds of them have their nests in the 
shops of the Landou1' bazaar at Mussoorie. In the plains they seem to 
prefer temples, mosques and ruins to inhabited buildings, but numbers 
attach themselves to bungalows a!lc1 other dwellings. It must be 
remem bcred that swifts live in their nests throughout the year, using 
them as roosts. 

The nesting season lasts fro111 February to August, two broods 
being reared. The nests vary in size, shape and material. The average 
nest is saucer-shaped, four or five inches in diameter, and is attached to 
the rafter of a verandah or to the ceiling' of a domed building. Some 
nests, however, are mt1ch larger. Hume describes two abnormal ones 
which he examined carefu1Jy, their measurements are "10 by 6 and 
2·~ to 3 inches thick of grass, in which many feathers of cloves, parrots, 
peafowl, sarns, cluck, some little sheep's wool, and a hit or two of twine 
are all mingled. The bottom portions are a good deal cemented 
together by saliva, hut the interior is by no means hard or sl11ootb: 
others, again, are much smaller, globular and having the whole of fbe 
materials firmly agglutinated together. In the plains they are not 
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generally lined, bu t in the hills they often ha ve a warm lining of grass 
and feathers." Each piece of material seems to be broug'ht to the nest 
separately and the hird, having placed it, holds it for about a minute in 
situ, until the sticky saliva, which it has secreted, has had time to harden 
and fasten securely the addition to the nest. From two to four white 
eggs are laid. 

The swifts of Shillong, Caehar and Burma are of darker hue and 
have the tail very slightly forked, in consequence a separate species has 
been made of this local race, called the Malay house-swift (c. subfur
catns). There are three other Indian swifts having the rump white, 
but none of them is C01111110n and they do not nest in houses. Two of 
them belong to the genus Cypselus; these may be distinguished fro111 
those already mentioned by the fact that the tail is distinctly forked, 
the outer tail feathers being 11 inches longer than the median ones in 
the. large white-rull1ped swift (C. pacificus) , which Occurs ill Assam, 

'I'm;; PALM SWIF'l' ('rACHORNIS BA'l'ASSIItNSIS) QU'I'SIDE. THE BROWN"NIiCKl~D 
SPlNE 'l'All, (CHAIt'JURA INDlCA) IN CIRCLIL 

Cachar and Burma, and ~ inch loilger in Blyth's white-ru111ped swift 
(C. leucony.t") , which occars in the Western Himalayas. The fifth 
white-rumpecl swift belongs to the genus Chaetura, to be described 
later. 

Three Cypselus swifts of which t,he rump is dark like the rest of the 
back are sometimes seen in India. These are (1) the Alpi11e swift 
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(C. 'J1J,elba). This is 8l inches long and has a lot of white in the lower 
plumage. There are records of this bird nesting in India; (2) the El1ro~ 
pean swift (C. apus). '1'·11i5 is 7 inches long, there is much less white 
on the lower plumage; (3) the pale brown swift (C. murinus). This 
is a pale lllot1se~culot1red variety of Number 2. The tails of all three are 

forked, the fork being about 1 inch deep in Number 1, anel 1 inch in 
Numbers 2 ancl3. These latter are only winter visitors to India. 

We must now consider the palm swifts, so called because they occur 
only where there arc fan palms, to the under leaves uf which they attach 
their nests. \Vhcl'ever you see palms in India therc arc you almost 
certain to see some of these swifts. H yun observe any of these birds 
anywhere you have but tu cast yuur eyes ahuut and you will then see 
some palms. 

Palm swifts are small birds, a little over ii.ve inches in length; the 
wings are shorter and of more slender build than those of the common 
swift. Their powers of flight are, in consequence, not nearly so great. 

As the plt11llClg-C of the palm swifts found in Cachar and to the east 
is darker than that of those dwelling in the rest of India, ornithologists 
have the opportunity of indulging their species-manufactnring propen
sity and ·have made two species out of the Indian palm swifts, namely, 
T. bafassiensis, the palm swift and T. 1~llfu111atus, the eastern palm swift. 
Both are brown birds, paler below t·han above, with nothing to enliven 
their sombre plumage. 

As everyone knows who has tried to climb a palm tree, the ascent 
is a difficult matter. No one but a professional toddy-tapper armed 
with his hoop cares to attempt the feat, the consequence is that, 
although I have long intended to do so, I have not yet secured the nest 
of a palm swift. I ll1us-t, therefore, perforce fall back 011 Htune)s excel
lent description. 

_. Palm swifts," writeB he, i( nest solely on the tari or toddy tree 
(Borassus fiabclliforlnis). The large fan-shapeclleaves of this palm get 
bent by the ''lind, and hclllg clOvVll so that the points of the leaves turn 
somewhat inwards: and it is to the under surface of that portion of the 
leaf which is bent inwards that the nest is attached. The bent portions of 
the leaf stand at an angle of from 40 to 70 degrees, so that the under 
surface becomes in fact the upper surface, and presents a sloping fur~ 
rowed bank to which the nest is attached. In one of these furrows 
formed by the large plaits of the leaf, and always about the centre of 
this latter, a tiny watoh-pocket shaped nest, composed of the fine down 
of the Argemol1c mexicMla and other plants, or, in other cases, of fine 
feathers, cemented together by the saliva of the bird, is firmly glued. 
The actual pocket of the nest is rarely above 1~- inch in circumference 
and :il: of an inch in depth, but the back portion of the nest runs up the 
plait from 2 to 3~ inches. It is a curious fact that while the rest of the 
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nest is pretty soft, just as in the case of the watch-pocket a piping is 
run round the edge. In one or tvvo nests that I have seen, the birds 
have incorporated the soft petals of the white poppy (so largely grown 
in Behar, where this species is specially abundant) with the other 
materials of the nest. 

As a rule only one or at most two pairs, are fOllnd breeding in the. 
same tree: but lance saw a whole colony located in a single palm. 
Three, sometimes more, small vvhite eggs are laid. The eastern palm 
swift, in the Naga and Garo hills where the people thatch their huts with 
two layers of palm leaves, often atta-ches its nest to the upper side of one 
of the leaves in the lower layer of the thatch. 

The spine-tailed swifts are so called because the shafts of the 
tail feathers are stiff and project as spines a short distance beyond the 
web. Their wings are very long and pointed, and they are probably 
able to fly faster than any other hirds. Th eir legs are devoid of fcathers. 
They attach their nests to rocks. There are four Indian species. The 
white-necked spine-tail (Chaetu.rl1 1t1Jtdipes) is so called because, of a 
patch of white feathers in the back. This bird, which is eig~ht inches in 
length, is found in the Himalayas. 

The brown-necked spine-tail (C. indica) is a slightly larger bird. 
This occurs in Southern India, Burma and Assam. 

The white-rttl11ped spine-tail (C. sylvaaca) is about five inches 
long. Its tail is very short and square and so it is not easy to distinguish 
from the C0111111011 swift, unless held in the hand when its spiny 
feathers can be seen. It is a ·forest bird: although nowhere C0111111011, 

there is scarcely ally forest land, whether in the plains or the lower hills, 
w'here it may not appear. 

The grey-rumped spine-tail (C. lC11CoPJlgiali,~) occurs in Tenasserim. 
The genus Collocalia is interesting as being that to which the eclible
nest swifts belong. As has been stated, the saliva of s\;vifts is very 
sticky and hardens immediately it is secreted, thus it forms an excel
lent cement. The edible-nest swifts, or swiftlets as they are commonly 
called, use very little extraneous material in nest construction, hence 
their nests stand in much the same relation to those of the ordinary 
swifts as buildings made of concrete do to those built of brick. The 
hardened saliva of edible-nest swifts, when it has dried, is a whitish 
substance having somewhat the appearance of isinglass. 

There are five Indian species of these swiftlets; these vary in 
length from 4 to 5?t inches. The tail is slightly forked. These cliffer 
fro111 other swifts in that the longest of the wing feathers is the second 
instead of the first. The nests take the shape of half-saucers. The 
Indian cclib1 e-nest swiftJct (C ollocalia fltciphaga) i,s a dingy-looking 
bird. Its upper plumage is dark smoky brown, glossed with purple 
green on the wings and tail. The lower parts are lighter brown in hue. 
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This swiftlet occurs in the hills of South India, also in Ceylon, and, it is 
said, in the Western Himalayas. The nests are not good to eat, since 
they contain grass and feathers mixed with the bird's saliva. 

The Himalayan swiftlet (C. brevirostris) has the rump of lighter 
hue than the rest of the upper plumage. 

There are two ot,her swiftlets having a pale band across the 1'1111lP; 

these are found in the islands of the Bay of Bengal and on the coast of 
Burma. They are Hl1111e'S swiftlet (C. 'iIL110minata) and the little grey
l'umped swiftlet (C. franc·ica). The former has the legs feathered; in 
the latter they are naked. The nests of the little grey swiftIet are 
composed entirely of the birds' saliva and constitute the edible birds' 
nests of commerce. As J have not had the opportunity of seeing any 
nests of this bird, and as they are worthy of description, I am again com
pelled to have recourse to the admirable Hume. 

({ I found.,·" he writes, "the eggs in a cave on Little Button Island 
of the Andaman Archipelago on the 21st i\lard1, but I do not know 
,:Vhet'her they have a second brood. The nest, except just at its junc
tion with the rock (where it is brownish), is composed of the most 
exquisite silvery white gelatine. Exteriorly the surface is compact 
and somewhat roughened in lamin<e, interiorly it is a net-work of the 
finest and whitest threads. The true nest, which is pure white, and in 
shape rather more than half of a shallow cup, is fro111 2 to 2.Jl inches 
broad, stands out fro111 1 ~- to nearly 2 inches from the wall, and varies 
interiorly in depth fro111 little more than ~ to a full inch. The attach
ment films, and foundation below the true nest, both of which are 
brown, vary ~xcessively according to the site chosen for the nest; in 
some they are almost wanting, in others the film extends for an inch all 

either side beyond the nest, and the foundation below the most project
ing point of the true l1est may be It inches in depth. 

{( The edge of the true nest all round is blunt, like that of an ivory 
paper-cutter, and the sides gradually increase as they approach the 
bottom to the thickness'" of ~, 01" occasionally even ·k inch. Of conrse, 
the nests vary in outline, as well as in size and depth, but the line of the 
upper edge is generally more that of a horse-shoe than that of a seg
ment of an oval or circle. 

(( I fonnd the nests capriciously dotted about, par pl'ejcl'ence in the 
darkest corners (nowhere out of reach of the hand, for the cave is low), 
in places a couple of feet apart, in other.s a dozen clustered togetl1er 
within a diameter of less than this; as a rule each nest was separate and 
distinct but in a few cases I found two, or even three joined together.!} 

This species also nests in places off the Aracan coast. 
Horsefield's swiftlet (C. linchi) , found in the Nicobars, the Anda

mans and other islands of the Bay of Bengal, is distinguished fro111 the 
other swiftlets by the white abdomen. 
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The crested s'\""ifts di1fer so much from the other swifts that they 
are held to constitute a separate sub-family. The wings are short for 
those of swifts, the legs are short and are not covered with feathers, the 
tail is long and f(ll'ked; the head is crested and the sexes differ in appear
ance. 

They sometimes perch on a branch; the nest is attached to a horizon
tal branch of a tree, and only one egg is laid. Three species are found in 

. India. \Ve need, however, consic1 er btl tone, because the other two 
occur wit-hin Indian limits only in the southern parts of Tenasserim. 
Their names are the Malayan crested swift (l\![acropter3,.'r longipe1t11is) 
and the tufted tree-swift (AI. cOll£mata). 

The Indian crested s'wift (M acropteryx coronata.) is nowhere 
C0111111on, but may be seen in almost any well-wooded part of India, 
Burma and Ceylon. It is nearly ten inches long. The tail is deeply 
forked, the outermost pair of feathers measuring over five inches and 
the median ones less than two. VV"hell one holds the bird in the harid 
one puts it down as a swallow on account of t,he forked tail and com
paratively short wings. A perky crest springs fro111 the forehead and 
is usnally erected when the bird is perched. In the cock the upper 
plumage is greyish brown, glossed with green. There is a narrow 
white eyebrow and a black patch at the eye, behind this a chestnut one. 

The chin is pale chestnut, the breast grey and the rest of the lower 
plumage white. The ,hen lacks the chestnut markings. 

This bird usually goes about in small parties. Its nest is very 
small for the size of the bird-a minute half-saucer, 1~ inches in dia
meter, made chiefly of flakes of bark, cemented together and to the branch 
to which the nest is attached, by the bircl's saliva. The bird breeds in 
the hot weather. 

VIII.-Hornbills. 

Horn bills must be numbered among the most extraordinary birds 
in existence. The larger ones are as grotesque as it is possible for a 
bird to ~e. The chief cause of their grotesque appearance is an excres
cence on top of the bill ,yhich 1110st species display. In some cases the 
excrescence is nearly as large a,s the bill itself. This casque, as the 
excrescence is called, appears to be of no use whatever to the hornbill. 
Of the species that possess it the young are for months without it, and 
some kinds of hornbill thrive very well although they have no casque. 
Modern zoologists are so enamoured of Natural Selection, and are so 

. convinced of the severity of t·he struggle for existence among birds and 
beasts that it is rank heresy to assert that any organ which is not a survi~ 
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val of a once useful one is not of life and death importance to its 
possessor. I cannot help this. I am a heretic. I refuse to bow the 
knee in the House of Rimmon; I decline to worship the golden calf of 
Natural Selection, or to take anything for granted. Men of science afe 
always trying to shift the burden of proof on to the wrong party. He 
who asserts must prove. Those naturalists who assert that the casque, 
which has 110 apparent use, is a useful organ should demonstrate what· 
the use is and explain how it is that young birds manage without it for 
the first few months of their existence and \vhy the Malabar and Ceylon 
grey homhills, Ivhich never develop a casque, have not been ,viped out 
of existence. 

If men of science were compelled to undergo legal training, we 
should :find much less nonsense being talked in the name of science. 

Fifteen species of bornbill occur in India. Europeans often call 
them Toucans. This is incorrect. Toucans have grotesquely large 
beaks, hut they do not possess a casque. They are nothing but exag
gerated Imrbets and are ·col1fined to South America. 

Most of the Indian hor11bi11s arc denizens of forests; there is how
ever one gellt1s-Lophoceros-the members of which freqt1ent gardens, 
groves and road-side trees. 

This genus is divided into, three geographical races, to each of 
which ornithologists have given specific rank. These are the grey 
horn bill (L. biro~·t1'is), found in most parts of India, except Burma, 
Ceylon and the MaJabar coast, the Malabar grey hornhill (L. griseus) 
and the Ceylonese grey hornbill (L. gingalellsis) , which respectively 
occur on the lVlaJabar coast and in Ceylon. 

As the grey hornbill is by far the commonest in India and as it is 
the one with the habits of which I am most familiar, I will first deal with 
this species at some length and then point out very briefly fhe character
istics of the other Indian species. 

The grey hornhill is a bird about two feet long, the tail being as 
long as the head and hncly together. The IJill is about {om inches in 
length. The casque is about a third of the length of the bill and ends 
in a point, as sho'wn in 1\1r. Levett-'{eats' illustration. As the name 
implies, the plumage is mainly grey-a rather pretty shade of brown
ish grey. 

On the sides of the head it is washed with black. The abdomen is 
white, as are fhe tips of the tail and wing feathers. Each tail feather 
has a sub-terminal black band. The tail is somewhat graduated, the 
median pair of feathers heing the longest and the outermost pair the 
shortest. The eyes are red. The wings are small for the size of the 
bird. and, in consequence, the flight is somewhat laboured, consisting of 
alternate vigorous flappings and sailings. The grey hornbill has a. 
curious squeaking cry, like the sound emitted by some toys, and quite 
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disproportionate to the size of the bird. Grey hornhills live chieflv on 
fruit, but they also eat" bees and other insects. They often go abo~lt in 
small parties, 'which keep to trees. ' 

The nesting habits of this and bther h01'11bills are very curious, so 
curious that when they were first descrihec1 they were disbelieved and 
regarded as myths, figments of the imagination. 

Hornbills lay their eggs in natural hollows of large trees-silk 
cotton~trees (Bomba}: 111alabaricllm) being often chosen. The opening 
that leads to the nest is generally not less than thirty feet from the 
ground. 

Three or :four egg's arc laid. As soon as the clutch is complete, if 
110t directly after the first egg is heid, the hen enters the nest and does not 
leave it until the young hirds are ready to fly, ,or, in cases where there is 
a considerable interval between the laying of the first and the last egg, 
until the oldest yot111gster is ready to leave the nest.' ' 

As soon as she is inside, she andller mate proceed to close up the 
orifice o:f the nest, leaving a fissnre jnst sufficiently large to enable the 
cock to insert his bill. The material used for closing up the nest aper
ture varies according to the taste of the ovvners of the nest. Horse
droppings, cow dung allcl11lud are often utilised: only one o:f these is used 
in anyone nest, but it is invarably mixed with the droppings of the birds. 

Some individuals are said to use only their own ordure. I have not 
come across an instance of this. 

The hen, when thus incarcerated, is entirely dependent on the coek 
for food. He is very assiduous in feeding her. He does not bring the 
food in bealdulls, but swallows what he collects and regurgitates this at 
the nest. I have never dissected a hornbi11's neck, but this must have 
peculiar muscles to assist in the process of regnrgitatioll. The gu1let 
seems to take a spiral course, as when a young bird that I reared 
swallo'wecl, the fooel as it was being swallo'wccl could he seen passing 
downwards fro111 side to side of the neck. The process o:f regurgitation 
is not effected 'without difficulty: t,here is a good deal of craning of the 
neck and shaking of the head before a morsel suddenly appears at the 
tip of the bill of the bird laden with food. The :food brought consists 
largely of fruit-whatever fruit happens to be in season. T·he hornbi1ls 
that I have watched hrought chiefly pipal and banyan figs, ja111t111 plt11l1S 

and cIa tes. 
Seven or eight regurgitations are usually made at each visit to the 

nest, but the number depends largely on the nature o:f the fruit. 

I once saw a bird regurgitate 43 times! I watched this through 
glasses, and the food appeared to consist of small insects. A man who 
was watching :fruit trees said that the hornbills were :fond of the wasps 
that visited the fruit trees. 
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The eggs take about fifteen days to hatch and it is not until the 
young are about four weeks old that they leave the nest. Thus the 
voluntary imprisonment of the hen, each year, lasts some seven weeks. 
vVhen she emerges she presents a bedraggled appearance. 

The young birds, during the first three weeks of their existence, 
are vei-y noisy i their squeaks are dis til1ctly audible at a distance of fifty 
or sixty yards. They seem to know by instinct when the cock is at 
hand with food, for, although he approaches very steadily (he is a very 
timid bird), they begin calling before he has alighted at the nest hole. 

At the time the young hinls leave the nest they are small editions 
of the adult; the grey of their phllmlge is paler and they lack the casque. 
The long tail is loosely inserted and comes out if pulled! 

It can be bent upwards like that of a fantail pigeon without hurting 
the bird; indeed a young one that I reared used to sit with the tail almost 
touching the head. It is only by thus doubling up that they can fit into 
their very close nesting quarters -vvithout damaging the tail. 

Only one brood is reared each year. Nesting operations begin in 
the last week of April. 

The nesting habits of all the other kinds of hornhill are very similar 
to those of the grey hornbill. 

The Nralahar grey hornhill dlffers from the common grey species 
in having no casque and in having the tail bad{, glossed with green, 
instead of grey. The outer pairs of tail feathers are white at the ends. 

The Ceylonese hornhi1l also lacks the casque; the tail is blackish 
brown, except the outer three pairs of feathers which an~ largely 
white. 

The great hornbill (Dichoceros bicornis) is an immense bird, being 
nearly four-ancl-a-half feet long. The very massive bill is 1O~ inches 
in length. The casque is nearly as long and covers the basal half of the 
beak and the whole head, sO that this hornbill appears to be wearing a 
cap made of horn. The bill and casque are yellow tipped with red. 
The posterior part is black in the male and red in the female. The eye 
of the cock is reel and that of the hen vvhite. These and the smaller 
size of the hen constitute the only external differences between the 
sexes. The plumage of both is the same. The upper parts, including 
the breast and 'wings, are black except for the neck, which is white like 
the 10'wer parts. There is some w'hite in the wing, which forms two bars· 
when the wing is folded. The tail, which is fifteen inches long, is 
yellowish 'ivhite, set off by a black-cross band ahout two inches from 
the tip. 

This amazing bird is a denizen of forests: it is strictly arboreal in 
its habits. It feeels on fruit; it is said to toss into the air the fruit it 
picks and then catch it. Mr. E. V. Lucas describes a hornhill in the 
Zoological gardens as the best' short slip' in Regent's Fade Its flight 
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is said to be so noisy that the sound it makes can be heard a mile away, 
This fine bird occurs in the Lower Himalayas, Assam and Burma and 
farther east. It is also found in the Western Ghats, south of Bombay. 

N ext to the grey horn bills the commonest ones in India are the 
smaller pied hornbiIls. Dr. Blanford makes two species of these whkh 
he calls the Malabar pied hornbi11 CAnthracoceros coronatus) and the 
Indo-Burmese pied hornbill CA. albirostris). T'he former is disting
uished from the latter by having the outer tail feathers entirely white, 
those of the Indo-Burmese variety being white only at t,he tip. He, 
however, sub-divides the latter into two races, a larger 35 inches long 
which inhabits Northern India as far east as Cachar and south as Chota 
Nagpur, and a smaller ranging from Cachar to Cochin China. The 
smaller form measures 28 inches. The more correct view seems to 
regard the lesser pied hornbill as one species falling into three geogra
phical races, the western, eastern and southern. 

This bird is fairly common in the Terai, anclmost sportsmen must 
have come across it when they were shooting in that region. On one 
occasion when I was sitting in a 1nachan in the Bahraich district waiting 
for the beaters to come up, one of these fine birds perched in the tree in 
which my machan ·was placed, as it did not notice me, it gave me an 
excellent opportunity of watching it. 

The upper parts are black, glossed with green. The lower parts 
are white. There are two white bars in the wing, visible when it is 
folded. The middle pail' of tail feathers is entirely black, the others 
are tipped with white. In the Malabar variety all the tail feathers 
except the middle pair are white. There is a patch of the bare skin 
round the eye.~ this is bluish black in the male and white in the female. 
The eye is reddish. The casque is a sausage-shaped structure, extend· 
ing over the forepart of the head and the basal two-thirds of t,he bill. 
Its sides arc convex in the northern races and concave in the Malabar 
race. The casque is black and yellow, the markings on it differing in 
the sexes. The habits of this species are similar to those of the birch, 
described above, but it is said to eat fish and snakes as well as fruit. 
In 1921 one of these birds escaped from the Lahore zoo. When at 
liberty it consorted with the grey hornbills in the vicinity, but used to 
visit the zoo daily in order to eat its rations! 

There are no fewer than nine other kinds of hornhill found in J nc1ia, 
but these are mostly rare birds of limited distribution: therefore I shall 
give only a very brief account of them, 

T'he one species in whid1 the casque is well-developed is the 
helmeted harnbill (Rhb10Na.1~ vigil) The only part of India in which 
this is found is Tenassedm. It is about five feet in length, or rather 
the male is, he having a much longer tail than the hen, The chin, throat. 
neck and the middle of the back are devoid of feathers. 
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In the wreathed 'hornbills the casque is small. It is fluted and 
gives the base of the upper mandible the appearance of having been 
softened, forced into a sponge-cake mould and allowed to harden after 
it had taken the shape of the l11ol11d. 

There are three species-the Malayan wreathed hornbill (Rhytido
ceros 'U1zdulatus) 45 inches long, Blyth's wreathed ,hornbill CR. subnt
ficollis) , 35 inches and iI11e N arcondam hornbill (R. 1la1'C071d'ami) , 26 
inches long, Apart from difference in size, the three species closely 
resemble one another. The males of all three are characterise,d by 
having some chestnut or rufous in the plumage, the rest of the feather
ing is black and·white, the tail being entirely white. 

The hens are black, except for the tail ,vhich is white. The 
Malayan wreathed hornbill ranges from Assam to Borneo, Blyth's from 
Burma to Borneo and the third species has been found only in Narcon
dam, an island of the Andaman group. 

It is interesting to find in this family, of birds, through which a 
unique nesting habit runs, examples of species in which the sexes are 
alike in plumage, those in whkh they differ slightly and those in which 
the difference is verY' marked, This is one of the many phenomena 
that demonstrate the untenability of t,he theory that sexual dimorphism 
is due to the greater need of the hen of protection from enemies. This 
theory is based on the supposition that the duty of incubation is under
taken mainly by the hen, In perhaps nine species out of ten the cock 
and hen sit turn about. 

The rufous-necked :llOrnbill (Aceros nepalellsis) is a large hornbill, 
four feet in length, of which the sexes differ in appearance. Their 
colouring is not unlike that of the wreathed hornbills, except that the 
tail is black and white and the hen has some white in the wings. There is 
110 casque, but the upper mandible has four chestnut-hued grooves on 
each side. This species occurs in the Himalayas, east of Kumaull and 
extends to Tenasserim. 

The following are the other Indian hornbills described in the 
Fa'lLna of British India. 

The bushy-crested hornbill (Anorrhim.ts galciitus), found in Tenas
serim, Tickell's hornbill (PtilolQJmus tickelli), found in Tenasserim. 

Godwin..:Austen's hornbill (P, Gllsteni) , fO,und in Cachar and Mani
pur. 

The long-crested hornb11l (Berenicornis comattts) , found in Tenas
serim. 

'Jihe hornbill family is interesting as illustrating the fact that there 
is no connection between the colouring of a bird's plumage and that of 
its skin, feet and bill. It often happens, as in the case of the hornhill 
family, that the latter assume brilliant and variegated colours, while 
the plumage displays very little colonr. In the hornbill family the 
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plumage is either black, white or grey with an occasional patch of 
ohestnut or rufous, but the bare patches of skin which appear in 1110St 
species, and the casque and bill may exhibit any bright colour. 

IX.-Hoopoes. 

The hoopoes are usually considered to be related to the horn bills 
because both display certain anatomical peculiarities and there is 
some resemblance in their nesting habits. Both nest in holes and ill both 
the hen alone appears to incubate and she sits very tight. Although the 
hoopoe does not itself diminish the size of the aperture leading to the 
nest, it is usually careful to select as a cavity, in which to deposit the 
eggs, one with a very narrow aperture. It is said that, fro111 the time 
the last egg is laid until the young are ready to leave the nest, the hen 
11Oopoe sits witlwl.1t interruption, never leaving the nest. T,his is 
probably correct, but I personally have not had the time to prove or 
disprove the assertion. To do so would involve continuous watching 
of a nest for about sixteen hours on end, and, even then, it might be 
necessary to place some distinguishing mark on the cock and heu, as 
they are alike in outward appearance. As hoopoes are fond of nesting 
in bungalows, anyone, with the time and patience and a confederate, 
could easily ascertain whether or not the hen ever leaves the nest during 
the period of incubation. In almost every bungalow in which I have 
lived a pair of hoopoes has reared up a family in the spring. 

No bird is easier to identify than a hoopoe. A bird, about the size 
of a myna with short legs and long slender bill, that struts about the 
lawn probing for insects, worms and grubs, a bird of which the wings 
and tail are boldly barred with· black and white and of which the head 
and neck are fawn coloured and which has a wonderful crest of the 
same hue, tipped with J)lack, a crest which opens out like a lady's fan 
when the bird is excited or alarmed and whenever the bird alights after 
flight-such a bird can be none other than a hoopoe. This flies in 
undulations and when on the wing looks rather like a huge black-and-
white butterfly. ' 

Hoopoes are found all over India and Burma in both hills and 
plains. Dr. Blanford divides the hoopoes found in India into two 
species and expresses some doubt as to whether a third should not be 
constituted. The two species which he makes are the European hoopoe 
(Upnpa epops) and the Indian hoopoe (U. indica,). In the former, the 
fawn of the neck is rather paler and there is a little white in the crest or 
corona as it is often called, between the buff and the black tips of 
the feathers. The form occurs in Kashmir and the I-limalayas, and in 
winter visits the plains. The Indian form is a permanent resident of 
all parts of India, except the Himalayas and the Punjab. As, however, 
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a large !lumber of hoopoes found in tl1e plains in summer have more or 
less white in the crest, they must be considered as hybrids. I would 
prefer to call the Indian form alocal race of the European species. The 
Indian form has rather smaller wings than the European form, while 
the hoopoe in Burma has a wing intermediate in length. As the 
hoopoes that breed in the plains of India and in Burma do not migrate, 
they should, I think, be regarded as local races of the migratory 
European form. 

The hoopoe nests fr0111 February to :1\J ay in the plains of India, 
earlier in Ceylon and later in the Himalayas. The nest is in any kind 
of a hole in a tree or building. Into this is stuffed a collection of grass, 
straw, rags and any other soft material available. From four to seven 
eggs are laid. \Vhen opened out the nest smells unpleasantly. As 
has been remarked, the hen is a close sitter and the cock brings her 
food. Both parents feecl the young ones; these, when being fed, utter 
a squeakitlg noise not unlike that made by a cycle pump when applied 
with the violence ,'vhich Indians deem necessary to exert when inflating 
a tyre. Young hoopoes are miniatures of the adult; and usually show 
some fa:wn colonr in the white of the wings. A second brood is often 
raised. Sometimes the second clutch of eggs is laid before the products 
of the first clutch are completely off the 'hands of their parents! It is 
scarcely necessary to state that hoopoes are among the commonest birds 
in India, one or more pairs of these fascinating creatures living in almost 
every Indian garden. 

X.-Nightjars. 

We have now to consider a group of birds having very large mouths. 
Birds that live on insects, which they capture in the air, have the 
mouth large, ancI very often a broad bill. T'he use of such a mouth is 
obvious: the larger the gape and the broader the bill the less is the need 
for extreme accuracy in making a snap at a flying insect. 

Night jars are birds that feed On moths and other insects, which 
they capture only between sunset and sunrise. The bill of the night
jar is an insignificant organ, being little more than a horny rim to the 
mouth. The mouth is so lal'ge that it can contain a hen's egg comfort
ably. This mouth is so curious and unbircl-like that, centuries ago, 
someone assumed that it must be used by its possessor to milk goats! 
Dishonest domestic servants seized eagerly 011 this suggestion, because, 
if believed, it enabled them to charge the night jar with the theft of the 
milk which they themselves had abstracted from their masters' goats. 
The credulous Pliny believed in the goat-milking propensities of the 
night jar and so called the bird" caprimu.1gus "-the goatsucker-a name 
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which t,he bird retains to-day. It is said that the Italian country folk 
even now firmly believe that night jars milk goats. 

Night jar, the other common name, is of course far more appro
priate to this creature of the night that utters a curious jarring note. 

Other local English names for the only night jar found in Great 
Britain are dar-hawk, fern-owl, night-hawk, jar-owl and churn-owl. 
None of these names is good, because the night jar is neither an owl 
1101' a hawk. It is so called because its plumage is mottled like that of 
most owls and hawks. If it come forth in the day time it is promptly 
mobbed by t,he small birds, wlho doubtless consider it a kind of hawk. 
The epithet "fern" is applied to it because during the day it lies up 
among grass and bracken. 

The adjectival "churn" is due to the curious call of the English 
bird which recalls the whir of machinery. The Telegl1 name, which 
means frog-bird, is perhaps happier than any of the popular English 
ones. 

Night jars are spread all over the temperate and tropical regions of 
the earth. This being so it is scarcely necessary to state that the night jar 
family is well-represented in India, No fewer than eight species are 
numbered among OUf birds. Defore describing the more cOlllnloll of 
these it is necessary to say something about night jars in general. They 
are more nocturnal than owls. During the clay they sit on the ground, 
hidden by a bush or grass or undergrowth, and come forth as the shades 
of night fall. They seem to feecl for two or three ,huurs and again to 
rest until an hour or two before dawn when they treat themselves to an 
earIy breakfast. They are at rest long before the sun rises. T'hey 
feed 011 moths, beetles and other flying insects. Their flight is silent 
like that of all owl. This silent flight is a feature of all night birds. 
,iVhen hawking insects the night jar performs wonderful evolutions, 
hence its local Englis'h nal11e-whccl-bird, 

The flight of the night jar is a suhject over v,rhich many a naturalist 
has waxed eloquent. It combines grace and jerkiness in a wonderful 
manner. A night jar cloes not usually fly for many minutes together. 
Detween each circuit it rests on the ground, a stone or a broad branch, 
on which it squats lengthwise, Sometimes the bird flies slowly and 
jerkily, at others it dashes through the air with meteoric swiftness. 
Edmund Selous speaks of the glorious powers of motion of the night
jars. "One cannot see them," he cries, " without wishing to be one of 
them." 

By way of general description let me say that night jars resemble 
the com111011 cuckoo in size and colouring. The general shape, too, is 
like that of the cuckoo, but with marked differences, to wit the head is 
fiat, t,he gape very wide, almost splitting the head in two, the eyes are 
large, lustrous and dark, like, as Eba remarks, those of the heroine of 
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a penny-dreadful, the feet are small. I doubt whether the night jar 
ever walks or Ihops. 

The plumage is extremely beautiful: it reminds me of that of some 
moths. I have before me an article entitled" The Natural History of 
the Goat sucker" which was anonymously contributed to the issue of 
The Universal Magazine for June, 1780, in which is given a description 
of the night jar's plumage so good as to be worthy of quotation at -this 
distant time: "It is painted all over with an agreeable mixture of 
black, brown and grey or white iron colour, in a kind of streaks, spots 
and bars .... The tongue is small and placed low in the month, the legs 
are likewise small, scaly and feathered down to the toes. T'he middle 
toe is joined to those on each side by a membrane reaching to the first 
joint, and the inner edge of the middle claw is serrated as in herons." 
\Vith this ,comb the night jar keeps its plumage in admirable condition. 

There is usually in the male a little white in the tail and a white 
wing-bar; in the female the white is replaced by buff. 

Night jars lay two or three eggs on the bare ground, open and 
exposed to view; nevertheless the eggs are not protectively coloured! 

Perhaps only two of the Indian llightjars are sn!llciently widespread 
and numerous to be entitled to a place among the common birds of the 
country. These are the common Indian and Horsfield's night jars. 

The common Indian night jar (Ca1'l~pritnltlgus asiaticus) is foundall 
over India except in forests on the higher hills. In Burma it occurs as 
far south as Moulll1ein. It is muc.h commoner in some parts of the 
country than in others. It is a familiar object at night-fall in the 
suburban gardens of Calcutta. It is the ice-bird of Emopeans in India, 
so called because its cry resembles the sound made by a stone skimming 
over the surface of a frozen sheet of water. This call is heard chiefly 
during the ,cold weather. Curiously enough, the bird seems to become 
silent in the hot weather when it breeds. Most night jars have two calls, 
and this species is no exception: its other call has been likened to the 
cocl(,-coc1~ often uttered by the crow-pheasant. In South India it breeds 
about March, in the North fro111 April to July, and during the rains in 
Kandesh. It lays two eggs of which the ground colour is salmon pink} 
sometimes very pale; on this surface are faint purple blotches and 
brown spots. When held in the hand the common Indian night jar can 
be distinguished from other Indian forms by the facts that its legs are 
110t feathered to the toes and that it has black longitudinal streaks on 
the back. 

These black streaks serve to differentiate it from Sykes's and 
Franklin's night jars in which the tarsus is also almost naked. 

Horsfield's nigJhtjar (C. macnmls) is less addicted to gardens and 
human habitations than is the common night jar ; the latter sometimes 
comes into a verandah to hawk inseds and will rest on a house-top. I 
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have never known a Horsfield's night jar behave in this way, but appa
rently it used to be fairly common in Calcutta, for J erdoll wrote, " It is 
not uncommon about Calcutta gardens and shady places. I have flushed 
it in the Botanic Gardens at Calcutta." Nowadays the sal forests of 
Northen1 India are the places where this fine bird is most common. 
Sometimes when staying in a forest bungalow I have had my sleep 
disturbed by this noisy bird. The usual call is a series of loud, sharp 
sounds, exa'ctly like those made when a plank is repeatedly struck by a 
hammer. This call appears to be uttered only when the bird is sitting. 
As it calls its tail vibrates and its wings are sometimes partially expanded. 
In order to call it likes to sit on the tip of an upright branch. vVhen 
calling it sometimes, so to speak, turns on its axis. During flight it 
utters a lo~v chuckle or churring sound, like that emitted by some owls. 
It begins to call about February and the call seems to coincide with the 
breeding season, which is fro111 ]\larch to l\fay. I t often makes little 
sallies fro111 its perch after some flying insect, just as a flycatcher does. 
It lays two eggs, which are coloured like those of the com111on Indian 
night jar, but the ground colour is sometimes buff or very pale lilac 
instead of the more common salmon tint. 

Horsfield's night jar is found in the Himalayas and all over India 
and Burma, and its range extends to Australia. There are several 
geographical races or sub-species. There are a western pale form, a 
dark eastern one extending from the Eastern Himalayas, and a c1ark
wingecl f01"m which occurs in South India and Ceylon. 

Horsfield's night jar is considerably larger than the common Indian 
species, measuring some eleven inches, as opposed to the nine-Clncl-a
half inches of the ,common Indian species. Practically the w·hole of the 
leg is feathered. By this and by its larger size it may be differentiated 
from the other form when held in the hand. 

Before passing on to the frogmouths it is desirable to say a few 
words about the ot·her Indian night jars. 

The European night jar (C(tjwiwulglts curopct'us) , which is a sum
mer visitor to England, comes to India in winter and spreads over the 
northern part. Etawah is, I believe, the 1110st westerly place at which 
it has heell observed. The majority of the European night jars that 
visit India in winter hreed in Kas'hmir and more northern countries , 
but a few nest in the Himalayas. The night jar is very like Horsfield's 
in appearance, but the white wing-bar is shorter and the call is quite 
different, being a peculiar whirr. The Asiatic form of the European 
night jar constitutes a smaller, paler, greyer race. 

Franklin's night jar (c. 'l1wnticola) has, like the common species, 
legs almost devoid of feathers, but has no black streaks on the back. 
This species is fonnd in the forests of the Himalayas and of Northern 
and Central India. Its curious call is as difficult to desctibe as it is easy 
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to identify~ It is a loud, harsh tweet which may be likened to the 
harsh call of the king-crow. Sometimes this night jar emits a squeak 
like that of the flying-fox. Blanford states that the eggs of this species 
are usually cream coloured, spotted and blotched with faint purple and 
pale brown. The only c1utc,h that I discovered was of the hue of a 
crushed strawberry with dark strawberry and browi1 blotches. 

Sind seems to be the headquarters of Sykes's nigh tjar (C. 111ahrat
tensis) which is confined to the north and the west of India. It is very 
milch like Franklin's species but there is more white in the tail. the 
outer feathers of which are almost entirely of this hue. 

The Andaman islands have their own nightj:u (C. (ZJzdamanicus). 
This is a local race of Horsfield's night jar, having black streaks all over 
the head alldnot 011 the crown only. 

The jungle night jar (C. l:ndiclls) occurs locally in the forests of 
India and Burma, being fairly common in the Nilgiris. According to 
J erc1ol1 its call sounds like tcw-yo-yo, and is frequently repeated. It 
can be identified, if held in the hand, by the fact that the four pairs of 
outer tail feathers have subterminal white Lars in the male; in all other 
species only the two outer pairs are thus marked. 

In Burma there is a night jar that has ear tufts or aigrettes like 
those of some owls. '{his is known as the great-eared night jar 
(Lyncornis ccrvtniceps). I t is eighteen inches in length. I have no 
first-hand knowledge of it. It is said to roost in caves and to ntter, 
both when perched and during Hight, a " full, clear, trisyllabic whistle." 

XI.-Frogmouths. 

Frog-mouths are night jars that seem to be turning into parrots. 
The head of the frogmonth is not nearly so flat as that of the night jar 
and the upper chap of the insignificant bill is hooked like that of a 
parrot. The cock and hen cliffer much in appearance. The nest is a 
small pad of soft material, wedged into the fork of a branch. Frog
mouths are said to perch across a branch instead of along it as night
jars do. Apart from these peculiarities their habits are similar to 
those of night jars. The cocks are grey, speckled and blotched with 
black; the plumage of the hens is of chestnut hue. The tail is we<lge
shaped. There is no white wing-bar, but instead a white collar or 
necklace. 

Blanford divides the frogmouths of India into three species: 
Hodgson's frogmouth (Eatrachostomus lzodgsoni) found in Sikldm, 

Assam and Burma. Blyth's frogmouth (E. affmis) which is a denizen 
of the Malay Peninsula, but has been seen in Tenasserim, and the 
Ceylonese frog-mouth (B. 1noniUgcr) "which occurs in the forests of 
South India and Ceylon. 
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XH.-Trogons. 

Although trogans a~·e very different from night jars and frogmouths 
there are some points of resemblance, and the trogons might perhaps 
be described as brightly-coloured diurnal night jars. They are no.t 
sufficiently plentiful to merit a place among the common birds, but I will 
give a brief account of them here. 

Trogons like night jars, are widely distributed. They are scattered 
through the tropics of the new and the old worlds. J erclon gives the 
following admirable general description of these beautiful birds: "The 
trOO'OhS are a remarkable family, of resplendent beauty, the most gorge-b _ 

DUS of the species being from America; Africa and India each possessing 
,a peculiar type. They vary in size from that of a thrush to a pigeon, 
and some of the American species have excessively long plumage over the 
tail, analogous to the train of a peacock. They lay their eggs in holes of 
trees, and live chiefly on insects which they capture in the air: some, 
however, perhaps all American trogons, are said to eat fruits. They 
manifest an affinity to the C(zprimulgidO! in their thin, soft skin, clowny 
plumage, feeble feet and other points. They resemble both the Cucu
lidee and Cmnpr£mulgidr:c in their anatomy, but, unlike them, their young 
are hatched naked .... Their brain is small. They have an exceedingly 
dense mass of plumage, very slightly implanted in the skin, and readily 
coming out, and the fcathers possess a very large supplementary plume. 
In this they resemble the GaUinacea:, as well as in the. long train of 
some; the head too is small, and the neck very short." 'The three 
trogons fot111d in India belong to the genus Harpactes. They are about 
a foot in length, the tail being longer than the head and body com
bined. The tail is square at the end ill adults, graduated in young 
birds. 'l he wings are short and rounded al1d the legs feathered for 
half their length. Trog-ons display a bare bluish patch of skin near 
the eye. 

] hey are forest birds and secure their insect prey all the wing after 
the manner of flycatchers, or on the ground like the roller. Theil' cal1s 
are said to be soft and are sometimes like the mewing of a cat. They 
lay t'heir creamy white eggs in hollows which they excavate in rotten 
parts of trees. Four species are described as occurring within Indian 
limits. One of these, the red-n11l1pecl trag-on (H arpactes duvaucelli) is 
rea.lly a bird of the Malay Peninsula, but has been seen in South Tenas
serIm. 

The yellow-breasted trag-on (R. orescius) is confined to Lower 
Burma and the countries to the south. 

The two Indian species are the Malabar trogon (H. tasciat~ts) 
the coc.k of which has a black head, and the red-headed trog-on (N. 
erythrocephalus) . 
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TIIIi MALABAR 'l'ROGON (HARPAC'rItS FASCIA'I'US), F'UMALE. 
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Th1s latter occurs in the Eastern Himalayas, Assam and Burm:1, 
The cock is a study in red, black and white. His head and lower 
parts are crimson, very bright below. His upper parts are chestnllt 
red, with some black and white in the wings and tail. . The hen is crim· 
son below and orange brOW11 above. 

The cock black-'headed trog-on differs fro111 the red-headed fortll 
in the hue of the head. The hen may be distinguished from her red· 
headed sister by her yellowish brown abdomen. 

This species occurs locally in the forests of Central and SOlJth 
India and of Ceylon. 
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Gulls, 9-11 
Gull-J3i11ed Tern, 7 

. Grebes, 3-5 
Greenshanks, 34 

Herons, 54-60 
Herring-Gull, 10 
Hoopoes, 116, 117 
H ornbil1s, 108-116 

Ibises, 52-56 

Jacanas, 14-19 

Kingfishers, 87-96 
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La 
Lapwings, 25-28 
Loriqt1ct, 100, 101 

M 
Moorhen, 19, 20 

N 
Night Heron, 55-57 
Night jars, 117-121 

0 
OpenbilI, 50 

p 
Padely-Bird,56 
Painted Stork, 50, 51 
Paroquets, 96-100 
Parrots, 96-100 
Pelicans, 11 
Piculet, 66 
Plovers, 23-31 
Pond Heron, 56 
Pratincoles, 30, 31 
Purple, Coot, 20-22 
Purple Hieron,56 

R 
Redshanks, 34 
Rollers, 78-81 

5 
Sandpipers, 32-34 
Sams, 40-43 
Seissorsbill, 8, 9 
Skimmer, 8, 9 
Snake-Bird, 13 
Spinetails, 106 
Spoonbill, 54 
Stilt, 31, 32 
Stone-Curlew, 25, 28, 29 
Stone-Plover, 25, 28, 29 
Storks, 49-51 
Swallow-Plover, 30, 31 
Swifts, 101-108 
Swiftlet, 106, 107 

T 
Terns, 5-9 

i~'i.U., 

Thick-Knee, 29 
Trogons, 122-125 

W 
Water-Plovers, 14-19 
\iVater-Hen, 20-23 
WhimbrcI, 38 
vVhiskerecl Tern, 7 
White Ibis, 52, 54, 56 
Woodpeckers, 61-70 






